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aaaaaasBai
In delving into the field of speech Correction, one is

confronted by a multitude of theories, ranging from one extreme to the other.

Adherents of particular ones claim all

decrees of success for methods of treatment, b^aed upon their
respective theories and many of them have received some degree of distinction.

The problem of this thesis is to evaluate one of these
theories, that involved in the Dunlap method of the treatment

of stammering,

specifically, this method is based upon the

idea of the subject's pr-ucticin^ stammering voluntarily, as

nearly as possible in the way he stammers involuntarily, with
the assumption that he will overco ae his affliction after

sufficient practice and treatment.

Differences in individuals

and in the amount of practicing done greatly influence the
success of the treatment*

The aim of this thesis is, there i ore, to 0 ive a resume of
an experiment in practicing stammering , the results secured
tnerein, anu the probable conclusions that can be formulated

from an attempted application of this method of treatment.
Before beginning with the problem, however, i review of
the different theories of the causes ana the methods of treat-

ment of stammering is essential.
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HISTORY
The cause of stammering has been a subject

for more than two thousand /ears.

ox*

speculation

The multiplicity of theories

which have arisen from time to time, shows that in the
past
little was known

ox'

the causes of stammering.

pears to have been approached

fro.i ever/ angle

The subject ap-

but the right

one.

Stammering was aiscussed by Hippocrates, Aristotle, Plutarch, Cicero, :}alen, and other writers of antiquity.

Accord-

ing to Hippocrates^stairmerers with voluble tongues were full of

black bile.

Galen

thought that stammering arose from a de-

bility of the muscles caused by diminution of heat,

-vieenna

believed that humidity caused mollification of the tongue.

Guy de Chauliac contended that there was too large a quantity
of humors affecting the nerves, muscles, and substances of the

Bacon thought that stammering was caused by refrigera-

tongue.

tion of the tongue, making its movement difficult.
mentie<.

He recom-

that stammerers drink wine moderately, "because it

heateth."
A theory slightly more consistent with modern ideas than

any of the previous ones was advanced at an early date by
2

Hieronymus Uecurialis

who in 1584 expounded his belief that

the cause of chronic stammering w

is

to be found in a humidity

^Bluemel, C. 3., Stammering and Allied Disorders p.l ff.
2
Appelt, Alfred, Stammering and its Permanent Cure p. 14 ffi

3

of the brain, which disturbed the normal action of this
"central organ," whereas, accidental stammering was caused
by

sud-

den emotions and other influences, which injured the whole
nervous system.
Shortly after the promulgation of this theory which began
to take on the appearance of a superficially scientific ap-

proach to the problem, Burton,

in 1660, wrote in The Anatomy

of Melancholy that "standing waters, thick and ill colored,

such as come forth of pools and moats. . .cause foul dis- tem-

peratures in the body and mind of man... and Boaine supposeth
the stuttering of some families in Acquitania, about Labden,
to proceea from the same cause."

This is no more absurd than

the theory that stammering is due entirely to a contest be-

tween speaking and swallowing •

The sponsor of this theory ex-

plains in detail— although not altogether with anatomical correctness

— that

the muscles used in swallowing are identical

with those employed in speech.

He contends that in swallowing,

these muscles draw backward | while in speech, they work in a

forward direction.

Accordingly, it is the contest set up by

the swallowing movements which impedes speech and causes the

stammering.

The remedy suggested is this:

When about to

speak, the stammerer should not swallow*

After covering the different theories of the causes of
stammering that were formulated in the remote past, we shall

^Boome and nichardson, The Nature and Treatment of Stammering
p. 8 ff.

henceforth place our emphasis upon the investigators from the
eighteenth century to the present.

During that time, steady

pro ;resa was made toward ascertaining the true nature of the

causes of glimmering and there was a gradual development of

proper scientific approaches towards its alleviation.
3U

Abadie (1) yheory ;

He believea that stammering was the re-

sult of a defect in the sensory mechanism of the individual.
As

Causae I

He believed that stammering was caused by an

organic lesion in the pyramidal tract.

Method of Therap y;
2*

ftttitti ftiflEBi

sults fro

i

He suggested no form of treatment.

Theory ;

He believes that stammering re-

the maladjustment of the child to its environment

and to society, together with an incoordination of the muscles
for speech.
k*

Causes;

(1) The child is maladjusted to his environ-

ment and has an inferiority complex.

(2) The youngster fears

to face life situations , and the psyche tends to seek protection*

(3) children are sometimes driven too quickly to extend

their vocabulary*

A conflict arises between words that are

familiar to the child and that he prefers to use, and those
that are new and unpracticed by him.

(4) The child anticipates

the advent of a difficult word or letter.

(6) A dread of life

grows out of a fear of personal failure and inferiority.

(6)

The disturbance of coordination ^ives rise to antagonism between the opening and the closing muscles.

This idea a^^rees

with the result of the individual psychological theory, that

all stammerers express "Yes" and

w Ho w

at the 3ame time.

The

- d -

starrer

wishes contact with his fellows § but at the moment
of
his wish, he interrupts the process in dread, dhoula
he find
himself in a position of inferiority, the protective
"KTo"

ehows itself much the stronger.

This mental conflict must

have a bodily symbol which is expressed in disturbeu
coordination.

(7) The child is discouraged.

B»

MftViofl

M Theraov

s

(1) The stammerer's social in-

'

stincts must be aroused in order that he may acquire courage to
face society*
secured.

(2) A case-history of the indiviaual should be

(3) The stammerer must be shown how his discourage-

ment arose, and how it has arranged hi3 mode of life.

(4) The

cause of the individual's stammering must be explained to him.
or children, explanations by similes are useful.

1

or example,

they mi^ht oe told that when they meet other people, they behave like a chauffeur who cannot move his car, because every time
he starts it, he puts his foot on the brake at the same moment.

The stammerer must be taught that his disorder is not necessary

for the protection of his feeling of personality in his relations with others.

should be developed.

(5) The social feelino of the individual

He should be taught to think more of

others, and from his feelings of plenty and power, to dive to
o tilers.

(6) The individual must be taught to adopt a realistic

attitude toward life by systematic encouragement and suitable
training*

(7) Direct encouragement should be avoided.

In-

direct methods of encouragetient and practice are much more effective,

(o) The subject should be made to realise that life

is constructive, every man bein^ bound to pay the "reckoning

.

of life" in his calling, social life, and in his behavior
towards the opposite sex.

(9) A really friendly relationship

should be established between the instructor and the
subject
so as to win the co-operation of the inuividual, and to
aakm

him more readily disposed to be influenced.

(10) The stam-

merer' s false mode of living should be brought to his atten-

tion to aid
iii&is

flj

hiia

in making a normal adjustment.

->crres

Theory :

He classified stammering into

two i^roups, one <jroup character i2eu by clonic if* WW of the

articulator/ muscles* the other, by tetanus of the muscles
connected with respiration and voice production*
A*

Causes :

He believed stammering to be caused by some

sort of nervous affection.
B-

Qt^oa of Therapy ;

(1)

He advised the separation of

different syllables from each other by equal intervals, together with the exaggerated elongation or their vowels.

(2)

He recommended movements of the arms, which, in accordance

with the severity of the case and the progress of the subject,
should accompany the pronunciation, either of each syllable,
or of the first syllable of each sentence.
2

4*

ftraott

Theory .

He considered the glottis the important

organ in speech difficulties*
A*

Cause;

He thought stammering to be nothing more than

spasms of the glottis.
B.

Methods of Therapy :

(1) He believed that stammering

Utaiaaerin, ; and i&§ Permanent Cure ,

p. 17 ff

2 ppelt, Alfred, Jtaataerin^ anu itg rermanent Cure-

p«35 ff

^ooelt, Alfred,

would be cured

&

the glottis were always kept open.

To

achieve this, the stammerer should Join all the words
of a
sentence together, v/ithout pausing, in such a way that
the

glottis will be unable to close in the interval between two

adjoining words j the connection required, being made by ad-

ditional vowel sounds.

(2) Intonation also played an impor-

tant part in this system*
5«

t&Uh

(3) Theory ;

He advanced no particular

theory.
He did not specify causes.

A.

Cause s

B»

Method of Therapy

:

He invented three varieties of

instruments applicable to all forms of stammering.
ever, had the same object in

view— the maintenance

interrupted current of sonorous breath.

All, howof an un-

(1) One instrument

was a narrow, flattened tube of silver, seven- eighths of an
inch in length, very lljht, thin and smooth which was applied
to the roof of the mouth in such a manner, that the anterior

end was lodged just behind the teeth.

It was maintained in

this position by a delicate piece of wire or thin slip of
India rubber, fastener to one end of the tube, the other end

passing between the incisor teeth of the upper jaw*

This tube

was intended to overcome the difficulty in th; pronunciation

of the lingual-palatal letters, which are formed by the application of the tongue to the palate.

This it accomplished by

preserving a continuous current of air, thus preventing spasms
and rtalHWiag self-confidence to the stammerer.

(2) Por the

explosive consonants, the contrivance consisted of a hollow

bi-convex disc from one end of which projected a silver tube,
passing out between the lips, and keeping up the communication between the atmosphere and the oral cavity*
;y

(3)

.

or the

uttural sounds, Bates contrived a belt made of patent leader

and lined with morocco*

This belt was concealed in an ordi-

nary a took or cravat, and in
neck»

tlx is

manner, secured around the

On the anterior surface of the belt was fitted a metal-

lic plate, through which passed a regulating screw*

,hen the

apparatus was adjusted around the neck, the pressure upon the
larynx could be increased or diminished, as required.
6*

Bell . Alexander §«

Theory :

(4)

He believed that stammer-

ing was a mechanical defect*
A*

qauses t

(1) When the formation of the jaw is such

that the teeth cannot be brought evenly in line, sibilant

will be defective*

sounds such as "s" and

(2)

<hen tiie

tonjue is too closely tied to the lower jaw, the 3ound3 of
"d", "n", "I 0 and "r" will be wanting in clearness*

f,

t*|

(3) Cleft

palate is a name given to an opening which exists between the

mouth and nasal ^assa^es*
the mouth for "p n , "b",

The breath, which must be shut in

n«, "d%

"k", "g", escapes thr*i£h

the nose, and percussive articulation is impossible*

palate also causes all vowels to be nasalized*

Cleft

(4) A slight

imperfection in childhood, which has been harshly corrected or
mocked, may ^ive

ris-j to stamriering*

(5) A weakness of the

system after illness, which makes the child peculiarly sensitive under ordinary difficulties, may also cause the child to

stammer*

(6)

Imitation also plays an important part in the

t

causation or stammering.

^e^o4

o£ Therapy;

trol of breathing.

(1) one method is conscious con-

Stammerers attempt to

51

draw" in a ir while

the aperture of the larynx is either closea or greatly narrowed, or even while the mouth-passes is similarly ob-

structed by positions of the tongue.

The first point to be

impressed on the stammerer's mind, then, is that the lungs

fill themselves ,

tliat

no effort of suction is re^uireu, but

that if he merely raises the chest, with the passage to the
wind pipe open, he cannot prevent the lun^s from filling.
(2) The acta of inspiration ana expiration must be alternate

and cannot take place simultaneously.

Stammerers, however

endeavor to "draw** in air at the same time that they are
ing muscular efforts to expel the breath.

tion of free respiration is,
ish the i-uu^s.

tiien,

.-dik-

The first condi-

a silent pause to replen-

The subject must practice the acts of in-

spiration and expiration until they are practically, as well
as theoretically, faultless.

(3) Voice is formed

by the

breath in its outward passage, setting in vibration, the edjes
0& the aperture of the larynx— the glottis,

w tardier era

often

endeavor to form voice with in-going air, out in general they

close

tiie

glottis in

tiie

effort to vocalize.

The stammerer

must acquire eaaaand of a full, strong, unbroken stream of
sound.

(4) HtiVin^

mastered the art of re^ulati!^

tne staler er s next step must be to practice
f

tiie

tiie

breath,

continuous

production of voice, until he becomes very familiar with all
vocal elements,

he shoulu repeat them first, one by one, then

i

10

in

%mg

sequences, and then in combinations, but always with-

out a break in the continuity of the sound*

The following

are the elements for this exercise, all of which may be pro-

longed ad libitum;
»t n *

lki*

v,

dli,

A, e, i, o, u.
z, zh, w, y.

ah, aw, oo, oi, ou.

1,

These elements are not to be

considered as vowels and consonants, but simply as voices,
each of which has precisely the same sound in the throat
their uiff erences arise solely from the shape of the mouth

passage*
exercise*

nounced.

The names of the letters will be useless

x'or

this

The actual sounds of the elements must oe pro(5) A

great deal of the stammerer

1

s

difficulty con-

sists in subduing the upward pressure of the jaw.

The only

action of the jaw shoula be downward, but there must be no
pressure, even in the ri^it uirection.

(6) A loose, rising

notion of the head is almost a universal feature in stammering*

This must be subdued before control over the muscles of

speech can be obtained*

The head should be held firmly so

that even a considerable pressure would not force it back*

At the same time, there shoulu be no stiffness to interfere
with free motion*
1

f*

3ell , Charles

Theory * He described stajaaering as a par-

tial chords.
A*

Causes *

He regarded it as bein^ due to inaaenuate

capacity to coordinate properly the different actions required
in fluent speech, together with a debility of the nerves which
1
.

ppelt, Alfred, ^tawmriiu

mk

fcMWl

«•
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control the organs of speech.
B.

j&tW

o£ ^heraujr;

He aavised stejaaerers to begin

all sentences with a vowel.

^Von

>

tiTOUgy

U)

Theory ;

He believes that stamaering

is the result of rear causea by emotional situations.

A.

BlB(WP

ti) Fear and emotional anxiety are the most

direct causes of stammering.

The emotional situation stimu-

lates the inhibitory function of the

portion of the brain.

raore

hi^ly ueveloped

This leads to conditioning, which acts

as a reinforcement to the original blocking.

(2) Sing ex-

periences in infancy to which the child was entitled, such
as the love of a mother, have had to be forgone,

privation may act as a barrier to development.

ouch a deThe individ-

ual becomes "set" by it or returns over and over to this

point in a iruitiess and infantile search for this love,
distortion of personality occurs.

In some cases, the symp-

toms interfere with the function in some other field $ in
others, speech bears the brunt, according to the se^uo.ice of

development.

(3) misplaeeu, misdirected, and excessive

anxiety about something in the unconscious life, which attaches itself to conscious ioaterial, is also a precipitating
factor.

(4)

stuttering is not usually acquired XMi^u^t imi-

tation unless the child identifies himself with some other
individual who does stammer.

A child who imitates in any

cruel spirit, nay develop a sense of guilt, in addition to
that of the average person which may be sufficient cause for

stammering.

- Us

B.

Method of Therapy:

(l)

a study or the physical con-

dition and makeup of the patient should be made by a com-

petent neuro-psychiatrist, In order that any obvious physical
disabilities may be remedied,

(2) A good diet, proper sleep-

ing habits, and the beneficial effects of sun and air will

insure adequate and proper living conditions for the suammerer.
(3)

./hen

causative emotional factors are uncovered, an effort

must be made either to help the patient change his environment where it is needed, or to help the patient find more
suitable outlets for his emotions.

(4) The stammerer should

also be ^ivon aid in uncovering and developing the jood

phases of his personality.

(5)

Physiological relaxation

should be ^iven where there aeems to be specific need for it.
(6) The

main avenue of approach to these efforts is through

the search for the psychological blocking that

lias ftiwiitft

difficulty, which is, in tum, blocking the speech,

the

.here

are sevufax methods of approach, two of which are psyciiOanalysis ^nd individual ^idance work,

both may be accomp-

lished by the aid of conferences with the physician or psycho-

therapist <hiie the stammerer is remaining under the usual
living conditions.

There may also be r brief period of in-

tensive treatment with the living conditions of the stammerer

entirely modified.
9»

Bluemai ,

b . b . (7)

theory ;

He believes that stammering is

the result of transient auditory amnesia.

yausea*

He advances three causes of primary stam-

merinii— the active sta^e of the disorder.

(1) hwotional

13

causes are apt to cause speech difficulties,

speech, like any

other conditioned reflex, is vulnerable to
the effects of an
inhibition, such as a flood, a fire, a bell, or
other
unusual happening. This inhibition may be total
with resultant mutism, or it may be partial with resultant
steering*

MM

In the latter instance, stammering represents a
conflict be-

tween the physiological processes of the conditioned
response,

which initiates speech^and inhibition, which impedes it*
When the inhibitive tendency is marked, the conditioned reflex

Mf

fail to establish itself even tentatively*

In such in-

stances, speech becomes inhibited in its formative stages,

and the child
talk*

tsay

be said to stammer as soon as he begins to

(2) Toxic conditions and debility in early childhood

years lead to physiological inhibition.

Stammering conse-

quently occurs during the acute sta^e of the illness or

during convalescence.
st-afa .eri

i

.

(3)

In a number of cases, the onset of

has been observed, following the administration of

a stimulating drug, such as a thyroid substance.

known stanuieri^g to be caused by atropine

;A

Bluemel has

ud to be relieved

by ephedrine sulphate.
In the secondary stage of stammering, the disorder is

marked by effects or sequelae.

CI) The emotional distress in

the priuary stage is carried over to the secondary sta^e.

A

physiological "collision" takes place between the conditioned

reflex of soeech and the inhibition which obstructs it.

This

emotional conditioning occurs not only to words and letters

on which the subject may have difficulty, or on which he may

fear difficulty of pronouncing throng conditioning, but
also
to persons and situations. (2) Inhibition of delay appears
to
be the direct cause of stammering when the impediment
results
f ro

-.:

voluntary or involuntary irritation of stammering.

(3)

•tan a person suffers from transient auditory amnesia, impediment in speech manifests itself because the stammerer

cannot clearly hear the difficult

v/ord in

his mind* that is,

he has a momentary amnesia for the sound of the word.
subject

attes.pt to speak the v/ord

The

by his sense of

kinaestiietic (motor) images, but the result wouli. be nuTiljT

stammered speech, and the word would not be spoken normally

until its sound came clearly to the speaker*

s consciousness.

The momentary stoppage in mental speech (the amnesia), however,
is due to a recoil of the thought from the mind and not nec-

essarily to a natural weakness of the memory for the sounds.

Amnesia occurs because the stammerer is confronted with a

break in the continuity of consciousness.

(4) Compared with

persons of normal speech, stutterers show a weakness in visualisation.

(5) Fear and self-consciousness- both induce in-

hibition, which is the underlying and direct cause of stara-

nering.
B.

t'ethou of Therapy:

(1) The child should be provided

with patterns of composure consisting of quiet voices, un-

hurried manner, and other forms of tranquillity which it is
desired to inculcate.

medical supei-vision.

(2) sedatives may be administered under

The purpose of this measure and of tran-

quillization is to minimise the effect of inhibition.

If

these measures fail to relieve the inhibition,
then attention
should be directed to the conditioned reflex or
speech, and

an attempt made to establish it.

(3) A conditioned rex lex

of speech should be established.

The principal therapeutic

expedient is reinforcement of the reflex,

ie enforcement

ie

secured by speaking or reading in unison with the child, in

order that he may hear the words as he speaks them.

The

stimulus and the conditioned reflex then occur simultaneously,

and the response is consequently facilitated.
speech improves, reinforcement

i/iay

As the child* s

be omitted.

(4) Ua-con-

ditionin* is the method of laer^ing favorable into unfavorable

situations for the purpose of carrying the fluency of the one
situation into the other.

or this purpose, the telephone

may be used in a procedure of un-conditionlng.

Since most

stammerers speak poorly over the telephone but fluently when
alone, un-conditioning is attempted by merging the two situations.

A system of house phones is employed.

converse while secluded in separate rooms.

Two subjects

/hen stammering

threatens, the subject may isolate himself by momentarily

breaking the connection and regaining his fluency, despite
the inhibitive influence of the telephone.

A blindfold is also valuable in

ua-coji -itioning.

The

subject is blindfolded and taken to a room where he is assured

that he will be alone and will not be overheard.

Here, he is

required to recite a poem or deliver an informal ada, ess.

Having been assured of privacy, ne will probably speak fluently.

This proceuure is repeated a number of times, and he is then

a

16 -

told that some one will be present in the room
at an undesignated time in the future. From then on, he does not
know
whether he is reciting in solituue, or speaking to an
audi-

ence.

X
10 •

&Lwm

(9) Theory t

He believes that there is dispro-

portion between speaking and thinking.

(1) The command of

language does not keep pace with the development of the thinking powers, or the process of thinking is too fast for the un-

developed articulator/ organs to express.
A.

Causes:

(2)

Blume also contends that a conflict

arises between the organs of speech and
ing, when thought itself is slow.

trie

process of think-

This causes rigidity, thus

accounting for the twitchings of the muscles of speech—
characteristic of some stammerers.

This disparity between the

organs of speech and the thinking process is very noticeable.
t the

^e of three or four the child attempts to use his in-

experienced speech muscles to express a word, such as "Bleistift".

lie

simply says "stiff-stiff -stiff" but later adds

a syllable "iilei".

says

n

Lr ow, instead of saying "Bleistift," he

Blei—blei — stift*"

If such peculiarities are overlooked

by the parents, they will lead first to stuttering, and then
to stammering*

B.

fle thou

of Therapy :

(1) During the speech drill

breathing exercises should be alternated with exercises of the
tongue, requiring the abdomen to be drawn in for as long a

period as possible.

A8 a means of facilitating this exercise,

^Appelt, Alfred, Qtamtneriiy; and its Permanent Cure * p.37 ff •

17

Blume re c©attended that the shoulders be raised at the beginning

of each respiration, lifting one arm and dropping it very gradually until expiration has ceased and the abdomen is completely
contracted.

(2) After the organs of respiration are

reflated,

the subject should pronounce the vowels with a deep, chest

voice.

(3) The subject should then practice correct ronaation

of the consonants.

In cases where "t" or "dn caused difficul-

ties, Blums advised the use of a short "e" before each
B d tt

11 •

,

M

t" and

and the insertion of an "h" behind each "t M and "d«*
Bogue, Benjamin N. (10) Theory;

He believes that stam-

mering is the result of lack of coordination between the brain
and the muscles of speech*
A*
forms;

pauses .

(1) This lack of coordination may assume two

(a) Under- innervation of the organs of speech, result-

ing in loose, uncontrollable repetitions of a word, sound, or

syllable | or (b) over- innervation of the vocal organ, causing
its contraction and closing and leading to inability to pro-

nounce a sound.

(2) In ninety-six per cent of the cases Bogue

has examined, the cause of the disorder could be traced back
to one of five of the following,

(a) mimicry or imitation*

(b) fright or severe nerve shock} (c) fall or injury of some

sort* (d) hei-edityj (e) disease.

(3) In some cases, tickling

causes stamaering or stuttering, bringing about an intense

muscular contraction, especially of diaphragmatic muscles.
stuttering or
(4) Chorea (3t. Vitus Dance) causes choreatic
tic speech.

brings
(5) Infantile cerebral palsy sometimes

about a condition known as "spastic speech".

B.

IsSVtoa of %frer,TO*

Normal coordination between the

brain and the muscles of speech should be established,
bringing about a restoration of normal brain control over
the
speech organs.

This method must be three-fold:

(a) it must

build up the physical being* (b) it must achieve perfect mental equilibriumi (c) it must link up the physical with the

mental in perfect harmony.

Unit Uethod.

This method is known as the liogue

It is based entirely upon principles which under-

lie and govern perfect articulation.
12.

Boome,,

! £«

aad Hichardson .

(11) Theory :

They

believe that stammering is the express ion of a neuropathic tendency with an hereditary proneness to stamuiering,

or an inborn .Liability to nervous disturbance due to instability of the nervous system.
A»

Causes :

(1) Among five hundred twenty-two of their

cases, they found one hundred seventy-nine with stauaering
in the family.

They incline, however, to the view that the

child inherits peculiar neuropathic tendencies which predispose him to stammering, rather than the view that the actual

stammering is inherited.

(2) Pre-natal influences often have

an effect upon the nervous system of the child.

Llany

cases

have come to the notice of Boome and Richardson, where neuro-

pathic symptoms appeared to be directly traceable to excessive worry or anxiety on the part of the mother during preg-

nancy.

(3) Careless handling of the child in the e.^rly hours

of life may yield a habit of fear, which is the cause of in-

cipient nervousness and the forerunner of all kinds of
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neuro-muscular instability.

(4)

Investigations into a number

of cases have given indications that rheumatic
fever of sub-

acute rheumatism may be a factor in the causation of
stammering.

This, together with chorea, usually facilitates the

establishment of incoordination in children.

In all cases,

the factor underlying the auscular incoordination is the ner-

vous instability, so often symptomatic of rheumatic disorders.
(5) Rickets have a much greater effect on a child 1 s mental

condition than is generally realized.

They lead to a state

of general instability of the nervous system, and in extreme

cases, such symptoms as head-nodding and convulsions may result.

Any condition of debility, resulting in an under-

nourished brain and nervous 3ystem, may lead to an irritable
condition of the nerve centers and to a consequent lack of

muscular coordination which often affects the speech mechanism.
(6) Boome and Richardson think that the connection between

left-handedness and stammering has been over stressed,

/hen

cases of this nature do occur, they are probably due to lack
of confidence, resentment against authority, or the feeling

of strain resulting from use of the less expert hand.

An at-

titude of inferiority which appears to be almost inseparable

from stammering

Qiay

develop.

(7) Enuresis is a nervous com-

plaint in cases where there is no muscular weakness, mental
defect, or parental inadequacy, and one that is often found

among stammering children.

A shock to the nervous system may

result in enuresis, and occasionally, an accident or illness

will cause a relapse in an extremely sensitive child.

(8)

Imitation was found to be a detera&iin^ cause of staaaei-

iri^

in a considerable number

ox'

cases*

Imitation, rather than

heredity may always be suspected when the younger brother or
sister of a stammerer "follows suit," or when the parent of
the child is afflicted with stammering

In a limited number

of cases, playing with a stammering child, or sitting next
to one in school may provoke stammering*

It should be clearly

understood, aowever, that associations with a stammerer can-

not have harmful results, except to one who has a pre- dis-

position to stammer*

(9)

Defects of hearing and vision are

seldom specific causes of stammering, but ^hen they

e.-.^st,

they are nearly always instrumental in increasing or fixing
the disorder.
wex-e

(10) In the past, enlarged tonsils and adenoids

thought to be cause of stammering, but this theory is

now recognized as erroneous-

They have no greater effect upon

the actual speech of the stamuerer than upon that of the nor-

mal speaker*

The psychical factor, rather than the physical,

makes adenoidal children stammer.

Lnlarged tonsils anu ad-

enoids fill the buccal cavity, causing an obstruction and a
sense of discomfort*

./hen

they are removed, there is a feel-

ing of uneasiness and a lack of confidence*

In the cases

traced directly to the removal of tonsils and adenoids, the
cause is usually the shock arising from the operation or from

anticipatory fear.
cause of stammering*

(11) bhock is frequently the determining
(12) rear causes the muscles of tne or-

ganism to become tense and is usually the deteraining cause
of stammering*

In many e^ses, such tension has been traced to

jl

repression of some concrete, or fmgtfUfiy

or dread.

Pro-

longed worries, anxieties and fears, however snail, take their
toll of mental energy and soon will react deleteriously on
the mind unless brou^t to light*
B»

-ethod of Therapy ;

The family background should be

investigated to ascertain as much as possible concerning the

family situation and the mental and physical health of the
stammerer*

Discussions with, the subject should follow*

Boome and

Richardson use the Word Association Test as a method of approach to such discussions , and to the mental state of the
stammerer*

It helps brin^ to li^ht those conflicts and re-

pressions that

ai»e

causing the anxiety neurosis, and it also

^ives some indication of the educational level of the subject*

The test consists in giving a series of stimulus words, to
which the subject is told to respond with another word as

rapidly as possible*

The various indications whereby it is

possible for one experienced in this procedure to determine

when one of the stimulus words strikes a buried complex are;
(a) prolonged reaction time,

in which there is either a de-

layed response or no response at all*

(b) the naming of

some object in the room or emotional reactions, sue
ter, tears, or an increase of stammering all of

.

as laugh-

.hich are ef-

forts on the part of the subject to evade the true response.
(2) Boome and Hichardson consider dre .ms of stammerers to be

helpful as mental indicators, and an inquiry into their content should be made in every case- (3) Suggestion is an
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essential factor in the correction or stammering.

The sub-

ject, having obtained an initial success, must
be convinced

that he is able to repeat it and thus be led
to believe that
t e cure, in reality, depends on himself,
(4) These psychologists believe relaxation to be the basis of all
individual and #roup treatment ft* staler ers. They proceed
by having the subjects lie on rugs and cushions provided for
the

purpose and take suggestions of relaxation.

told to reel themselves gradually becoming

The subjects are
iaore

wad UQrQ

heavy and sleepy, and as soon as they are muscularly relaxed,
"to think themselves better," with the help of their formula
of auto- suggestion.
13*

gprden, i^cftnrfl £. and Busse .

qvin £.

(12) Theory :

They believe that stammering is the direct result of repression.
A*

Causes

(1) Certain desires occur which the subject

:

refuses to Ratify.

Instead of healthily acknowledging their

presence, the subject tries to pretend they are not there and
to submerge them.

The symptom of staraaering may thus be con-

sidered a code of language through which wishes, re-

pressed in the subject's sub-conscious mind, find their only
means of expression.

(2) Anxiety caused

by the perverse, in-

cestuous, criminal, and asocial desires which he has sub-

merged in his mind may lead the subject to

that he will

inadvertent ly reveal the presence of these hidden desires
through speech*
B.

:

ietiiou

of Therapy :

(1) SMI nature of the buried, men-

tal processes in wliich the subject's disease symptoms are
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rooted should be discovered.

(2) The patient should be made

aware of these processes through analysis of his dreams, and

the resuscitation of infantile memories.

Tum

(3) A normal,

Icuo dis.harje (abreaction of the pent-up emotions attached

to these processes should be promoted.

(4) These processes

should be rendered more assimilable with the main body of the
subject's personality through explanation and discussion.
BBBfei Frederick ±. (14) Theory ;

mer inj is

tiie

He believes that stam-

result of severe emotional stress.
(1)

Stammering may be caused by severe emotional

A»

stress during periods of child development-

One of these

periods occurs between the ages of one to five years when the

child is beo-inniruj to speak} the second opens with
nin^- of

tiie

be^in-

school life v/hen the child advances towards the ^oal

of individual responsibility of thought and action.

.

ith be-

ginning adolescence the child experiences, for the first time,
the functioning of his physiological, intellectual, and

emotional capacities and forces.

(2)

Any unsolved mental

coni'lict may become intimately associated with speech.
B«

t

-ethod of Therapy *

(1)

The application of the prin-

ciples or physical and mental hygiene to the treatment of the
stutterer, as a personality requiring integration, will enable

him to become adequately adjusted to social situations, throu^
speech.

(.2)

There is a necessity for research alon^ the paths

of the Bftuse or causes of disintegration, and reliable methods
of reintegration.
15.

^ruaaeler t

\

lar

uerite (36) Theory:

Her theory is not

dtfintWV
•

B.

advanced.

Cause:

Ho apparent causes were determined.

Method o£ Therapy :

A study should be made of the

mental and emotional conditions of the stamaerer' s life.
Vocal training alone ma/ suffice in some cases > but the combination of cental treatment and vocal training is recommended, with

tiie

preference for vocal training in case of a

choice between the two.

There are three general phases of the treatment; (a) if
necessary, physical conditions such as nourishment, sleeping
aabits, exercise and sex habits should be inproved«i

(b)

vocal

reeducation, a course in breathing, tone, inf lection* pitch,
phrasin^, articulation, relaxation, and rhythm, is necessary
in order to develop poise, to remove the symptom of spasmodic

contraction of the diaphragm, and to overcome the constriction
of the vocal -ords.
use;

The following exercises are adaptable for

vowel and consonant drills, numbers, Noting out bills,

comparisons, giving directions, reading in unison and alone,

conversational james, dialogues, riddles and travel talks*
IS.
Sflg

fcafcgj

i

*

rank ^. ^17) Theory :

He believes that stammer-

is inherited*

A»

yuuse :

The cause is functional and is purely nervous

or mental in origin*

appears

til

The fact that stammering so frequently

succeeding generations of the same family indicates

that it is iiiherited*

In over ono-lialf of

tiie twenty''

thousand

cases examined by Bryant, the subjects had relatives who, at
some perio- of their lives, had suffered from a form of nervous

disorder .

In practically all of these cases, the trouble
be-

§M) with the earliest attests at speech, showing that it was
neither a habit, nor the result of faulty education. In many
cases, the stammering had skipped one generation, and the

children who

ItMMnA

grandparents.

Mso,

then, had many times never

seer;

their

if a parent stamnered, one child would

have perfectly normrl speech, while another stammered; thus it
is clear that association and imitation do not necessarily

cause stammer in>
3.

uethod of Therapy :

Bryant believes that if treated

early, such cases are curable, but he defines no definite

treatment.
17.

Br;/n -6lson T Hr.vn^ (18) Theory ;

He advances the idea of

cortical dominance.
A*

C a u3e :
,

He believes that stammering is the result of

a deep-seated neurological disturbance of the central

nervous

system*
3-

Method of Therapy ;

The aim is to 3et up a center of

speech control on one side of the cortex by depriving the

sub-cortical levels of any direct hierarchy (control).

The

stutterer should be taught to imitate vd.lfully the spasms as
he studies them In his ovm speech.

The neurological values of

this method of treatment are; (a) it exercises the higher,

voluntary levels* (b) it conserves • ^reat deal of nervous
enerjy, which is ordinarily dissipated at the lower levels J and
(c)

it directs the flow of nervous energy into one center of

control as in normal speech.

13.

ChMMai

Mfittfttoi

I« (19) Theory ;

IUs theory was not

ele^r.

A»
3.

BMMP
!

T

^° definite cause

®V'W*

Vher Hr//:

mm

adv.mced.

The establJ.aI.aent or i basic

confidence in utterance should be the ^riae objective at the

be^innin^ or training.

(X) An awareness oC easy, rhythmic con-

trol of breathing, should be established.
trol should center at
di.^.iu'-.^.i,

"the

The sense of con-

waistline in the region of

trie

and attention should be directed toward establish-

ing oOoa breath support.

By sustaining the tension of the in-

spiratory rauscles, the subject can allow his breath to escai>e
(2)

easily and ^uduaily.

The stutterer should be taught to estab-

lish tone conditions by keepiaj the ina^e of the proper con-

ditions of the vocal apparatus directly in mind until
tual imitation of the tone.
of

,f

ac-

The dsvelopmem, of an association

swiiuiin^ w into the tone that is about to be

be found iaosx nelpful.

tiie

will

.u-odaced

The stutterer should thus utilise all

the positive associations of swin^in^ that he can.

feel that he is about to 3wia£ into the production of
tone, rather than about to say a word*

should

:ie

ft

speech

In order to do this

effectively, ne will need to center his attention on the vowel
sounds of

tiie

word3, rather than on the consonant sounds.

the consonant positions very lightly

-aid

Tak-

easily, he should

think of jiiding through them and attacking

tiie

vowel sounds*

ne active iiapul38 for this tone production should be felt to
come fro;*

tiie

chest and abdomen, the throat reiaainin^

open, and relaxed*

.

assive,

If necessary, conscious attention can be
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applied to the

be.-sinnin.

.:

of exhalation, until the proper co-

ordination takes place spontaneously at the thought of tone
production.

Tiy

conscious direction of attention to certain

aspects of the response, the stutterer can build up an aware-

ness of what is correct.

The feelings that motivate his ac-

tual vocalization will in an indirect way be brought under the

control of his will.

(3) Tone imitation should be practiced.

The mental imape of the tone should be characterized by openness, roundness, fullness, smoothness, and resonance.

The

subject should think of taking the consonants so lightly, es-

pecially in practice work, that he feels as though he were
whispering into the consonant and then filling out the vowel
sound.

The repeating of various consonant combinations attached
to the various vowel sounie is a good exercise to help estab-

lish these images*

Attention should be

kex>t

centsrea on the

production of the vowels while lightly pref ixinj the consonants.

The blend between consonant and vowel should be de-

finite in mind and smooth in execution.

(4)

Buckholz finds

the sensing of a deliberate pendulum swing most helpful in

developing rh /-thmic continuity.
t

It presents something tangible

to the mind of the student, v/ith which the other more intan-

gible reactions of the speech processes can be associated.
Care must be taken not to think of such a coordinating device

too mechanically.

It is to be only

symbol which su p ;ests

the coordinations that need to take place.

The subject should

strive for a natural and spontaneous feeling of an easy
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coordination of all or the phases or speech,
based on a fundamental illusion of rhythm*
Associated with the progress of the mind over a
curve into
the pendulum me?, is the centering of attention
on the simultaneous expansion of breathing in the region of the
ithout hrieMng the rhythmic illusion already started,
atten-

tion shoulu shift to the relaxation and other
tMAga suggested
in

BeWMUd

with establishing tone conditions, until the sub-

ject feels himself swin^in^ with the pendulum through its arc
into smooth voice-

Attention should then shift to the con-

ditions for tone in order to hoi tl and still further establish
them.

The iaidiviiiual can maintain rhythmic continuity to the

end of the breath Oroup, by thinking of a continued progress
of the mind tiirou^i the pendulum sweep, as an orchestra leader

might direct his orchestra.

This process serves to carry

the mind over the breaks in rhythm which would SCOUT in prose.
It is, of course, iipossible in actual speaking to shift

the

ttention successively to the tosal series of ideas that

night be associated in practice.

Therefore, Buc&holz has

found it most effective to limit the actual series of conscious

Nn&trlqg of attention to four thoujat items;

(a) relaxed

breath

in&j (b) relaxation of the muscles of tha back of the tongue >
(c) smooth and open tone production^ and (d) a feeling of

rhythmic WWMiBfe of speech.
Some ideas previously associated with the speech process

will tend to react sub-consciously, even though only ^ few para<

mount factors in

tiie

process arc ^unsciwusly direeteu.

^9

IS-

Sam taoUm

(2D

Her attention was given

mostly to therapy.
A»

fiMty

B.

UeJ&od o£

She defined no causes*

BMmap

(1] vocal reeducation should be

given in the form of correct breathing.

If the diaphragm and

other muscles concerned in breathing can be made
to act correctly and easily until this action becomes habituated,
a
strong resistance to emotional disturbance v/ill be
formed,

certain amount of drill in corrective phonetics should also
be given.

(2) One should try to find the emotional cause,

and if possible, remove it-

If this cannot be done, an attempt

should be made to change the individuals attitude toward the

emotional situation.
be applied.

(3) Methods of physical hygiene should

The subject shoula have proper

foou.

and correct

sleeping arrangements, in addition to any medical attention

that may be necessary.
1
20.

Qneg oin, Hervey de
A«

Causes :

'

Theory :

He set forth no theory.

He thought that he had discovered the funda-

mental cause of stammering, when he drew conclusions from certain abnormal formations of the tongue.

When this member was

short, or, owing to certain conditions of the ligament, was

hammered in its movements, he consiuered that such conditions
caused aefects of speech.
3.

Method of Therapy t

He recommended a surgical opera-

tion cutting through the ligament of the tongue.

•^Appelt,

liVed, Stammering and its Permanent Cure. p. 15 ff •

•

1
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BMPttH Ih^ory:
A.

Causes:

B.

Ma^uxi o£

Ho apparent theory

coul,, be discovered.

Ho definite cauae could be reco^iized.

aWOW

He insisted on tlx weeks silence

together with applied gymnastics or training of the respiratory, vocal, and articulator/ organs, which occupied the
sub-

ject from 7i00

Mb —6:00

P*H.

1
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£2Sa

C22) Theory:

He believes that all stammering and

stuttering are the results of a nutritive disturbance of the

anatomy of the thorax*
A.

Cause:

He claims that stammering originates with

faulty breathing, caused by lack of nutrition.

As the nor-

mally innervated muscles of the speech apparatus are able to
offer considerable resistance against the feeble pressure of
the column of air when articulating the explosives "k", "p" •

and "t", the bursting of the lock which produces the sound cannot normally take place*

In this manner, the speech muscles

are irritated and are, therefore, seized with spasmodic con-

tractions*

The tongue is forced against the roof of the mouth

or the teeth, while the lips are violently pressed together*
In this state, the patient makes the greatest effort to over-

come that obstacle, but only with the result that the muscles

are seized with a tetanic cramp which finds its expression in

reflates of the muscles of the face, head, and the upper and
lower extremities*

B*

^ppelt,

Method of Therapy *

For the first four weeks, the

lfred, stammering and i£§ Permanent Cure . p. 16 ff

•
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******** should practice exclusively with respiratory
exercises.

Later on, both inspiration and expiration
can be practiced in a combination of intervals of
certain duration. After about five weeks of practice, vocal
gymnastics should
be

added.

These should be arranged in such a manner as
to stimulate and strengthen the action of the laryngeal
muscles, and
also to increase the elasticity of the vocal cords
and the
muscles of the thorax.

After a deep inspiration, the single

vowels should be formed as long and as loudly as the
breath

and voice of the subject vail allow, making the tone
gradually swell to greater force, and then as gradually die away.
At approximately the ninth week, the exercise of the so-called

speech drill, which consists of exercises in syllables and

the reading of poetry and prose, should be practiced.
To attack abnormal innervation, Coen employed electrical
treatments, certain medicines (ferruu,

^ulnine and opiates),

and suitable hydropathic remedies, such as daily cool demibaths.
1

23 *

Colombc^

Taeor/

:

Uo specific theory was definitely

out«

lined.
A.

Cauaei

B*

Method o£ Therapy t

He outlined no specific cause.

He instructed the sta^ierer to

speak in single syllables, while at the same time, keeping

definite rhythm by moving the thumb and fore finder against
each other.

^Appelt,

Later on, Colombat developed for this purpose, a

.If red,

Stammering and its Permanent Cure, p. 36 ff

,
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specially constructed metronome which he
called "imthonome du
Dr. Colombat de l«Isere«. From the first
to the fourth weeks
of treatment, the subjects were not
allowed to carry on a conversation with anyone but their fellow sufferers
or Colombat
himself, lest the success of the exercise
should be annulled
by disturbing moments. Exercises began with
single words,

each series being opened by those beginning
with vowels.
next exercise was composed of those with "b", M f%
»m"
"vM

,

as initial sounds, and subsequently by

(before "e", and "i").
*g* t (before "a",

w o«,

w Chw

,

"m",

«u%) and

w l",

H dM

f,

,

«j",

"w", "r", "s",

»c" (before "a",

«o%

The
"d«

"g"

"t%
"u").

The last exercise consisted of verses and sentences in prose,
and later on, the relating of short stories in colloquial
language.
24.

SMi&a IMAM

A* <25) Theory :

He regards stammering,

not as a speech defect, but as a psychoneurosis.
A*

pause :

The stammerer, in the course of his develop-

ment, has not successively overcome the early nursing phase,

but remains fixed at this infantile stage of oral tendency,
which inflexibly binds the individual to the sucking and biting period of infantile, oral, erotic Ratification.

There is

an actual reproduction in adult life of the relation of the infant to the nipple, that is, a Ratification of the oral,
erotic zone in pleasure sucking, reenacted and reanimated in

maturity.

Under these conditions, stammering becomes something

of a compulsive repetition of the very primitive nursing activities.

The oral libido is fixed on the symptom of the

.
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speech defect and becomes, therefore, a
psycho-physiological

manifestation of the oral nursing stage.
B.

Method of Therapy:

Psychoanalytical treatment

(1)

should be directed primarily against the
resistances, and
should penetrate deeply enough so that the
subject can revive
and reeWt the earliest oral experiences.
No phonetic training shoula be given. (2) A specialized modification
of analysis, termed "Active Therapy" should be used. This
consists
of a deprivation of various external forms of oral
Ratification, or rather, an abstinence fro. these external
factors

which tend to prolong the -ratification or to enforce it.

All forms of smoking and

gm

chewing should be prohibited, as

these desires for mouth Ratification tend to reinforce the

oral uifficulties of the stammerer.

(3) All therapeutic ef-

forts should be concentrated on the oral libido and its con-

sequent character traits and not on the neurotic anxiety or
fear.

(4)

At first, during the analysis itself, and later in

the periods between the analytical treatments, there should

be an increasingly strict prohibition of the abnormal tic-like
movements which are so frequently encountered in stammerers

when they attempt to speak.

Through this active therapy, it

becomes possible to give this tension conscious, psychic discharge, in place of a symbolic discharge.

Tics stand in very

close relationship to the narcissistic neuroses of which the
oral neurosis-stammering is one form.

25 •

ormack and fieesel

X Appelt, A If red,

Theory :

hammer iiv;

.and

They believed that

its Permanent Jure. p. 15 ff

1*4

itMltfllUi

WW

the result of incorrect respiration, or the

"misapplication of breath".
A.

£ause;

2*

^g,^M

He set forth no specific cause.
of £h^apj£;

Ho definite method of treatment

was apparently outlined.
£re^,/»

fem^h

il-

1

26)

Theory:

3he believes that stam-

mering is the result of extreme emotional disturbances in the
child.
A.

Cause s i

(1) Uervous shock or fright raay affect the

speech mechanism of the child,

deeply Impressed and consequent

ihocks of this nature are
r.otor disabilities.

•tuaMsr£tt£, are readily accounted Tor.

Including

(2) During a shock

or fright, the functioning of the brain may become momentarily

paralyzed, so that all that apparently remains active is the

emotion of fear and the complex of stammering*
of a low nerve stamina may ^ive a neurosis

l

(3) Inheritance

chance to develop.

(4; Defective training of the emotional nature of the child

will also produce a neurosis, which is a cause of stammering.

Too much coddling harms the child's emotional development.
A child whose aches and pains are kisseu away becomes neurotic and later lon^s for sympathy.

suffer than to be fussed over.

be limited.

(5)

It is better for him to

Affection for the child should

Inherited and acquired fears including bash-

fulness which is a manifestation of fear, may cause speech disorders.

(6)

Any undue emotional reaction, too suddenly

curbed, may become introverted and forced back into the sub-

conscious, v/here the daiamed-up emotion— the repression—may

.
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be left to work according to rules of its own, thus causing
a ttenfliet.
•

j

i-etnod

of treatment-

Therapy;

Creasy advances no didactic methods

She does advocate, however, (1) skillful diag-

uosin^, since each individual is a personal aquation* and
v2) pedagogical jaethods of treatment, based on a study of

neurolog/ and psychology necessary to the

.,ork.

1

27*

i)auh<*rat .

1

hsor y ;

froia lack of confidence

A.

cause ;
-.etaoa

i.o

He believed staoaerin^; arose

and self-control.

specific cause was uade clear.

Tuerapy ;

He applied psychic ueasures but

added breathing and speaking exercises.

He instructed the

stauuerer to drawl his words with slowly escaping breath.

The

eiaphasis is put on the vowel of the first syllable, \/hile ar-

ticulation of the consonants is carried out as smoothly and

as quickly as possible,

he required the subject to speak with

both rows of teeth as far ap**rt as possible, while a scarcely

noticeable

M

hH was to be prefixed before the opening vowels

in case this pronunciation off area any difficulties*
2

23.

^ea a/ treat
A.

Cause;

ffheory ;

He evidently outlined no theory.

ho specific cause could be clearly recog-

nized.
a.

r.etiioa jg£ Ti^era^y ;

lie

iris is ted

on the individual

speakiii^ in a sin^sin^ tone, aarking certain intervals by a

^ppelt, Alfred, Staomerin- and lis Permanent Curg. p.40 ff
2

\ppelt, Mired, staggering

lt§ P ermanent Cure. p. 18 ff.

•

dG

s.li;ht -iovaaant of his foot.

89-

of

I&m&

as

of the respiratory organs, which either take the

apaisnaa

fori* of

He held that staaoaring is the result

tataaus, or of a clonic spaas*

Ha apparently

A*

2& ;&3E2UU£:
no t

"

l^oifM

no cause.

definite :iethod

•;>

.

Ur.^taent w^s

clear*

-::-ada

^27)

sL3L^I

Theory*

He set forth no definite

thoory*

^s^M

A*

s

CI) Personality \nd emotional

tion is a aajor causa of tftinaWf«g«

aent and '^Aintenaaco of

C2)

A

dis-iate^a-

laclc

of develop-

relatively consistent unilateral! ty

also causes atrurierinj*
3«

-j-athad iif

113

-he subtrac tibia causes of

the diofunetion of the organs of the individual should be

eliainutcl by attention to physical hygiene.

(2) There should

be proper application of the rules of intelligent living at the
saxse

ti~e pronotind a self -insist and a ;jood attitude toward

IL.'e.
froii

w l.
:

The subject should be guided toward action, ^way

C3)

thinking*
,-.u^.

;

..

^A.^

jt

C

da believes that stuttering

IS)

is the result of nauro-auscular incoordination

A*

pauses

tion, and

•:

s

CD

Cleft palate,

rendition of tension dependent on malnutrition, may

jive rise to this disorder.

\ppelt,

general aervoua condi-

ifred, ^toaaeTina

JUnlap believes that faulty niet

^

lis ;-araanent .,urc p. 26 ff«
,

r

has boen an important factor in the stuttering of
many small
children. This contributes to the formation of a
habit which
persists into adult life. (2) Brutal aid incompetent
methods
of training children cause this difficulty in speech.
(3) Restraining the child fron speech unduly, forcing the child to

hen he strongly desires to remain silent, and subject-

speak

ing the child* s mode of speech to criticism, are underlyii^g

sources of stuttering.

(.4)

The fear of the child, lest he

should reveal something he woulu rather his elders did not
hear, is another contributing cause.
B-

Method of Therapy ;

staiiiiaerinj

(1) The subject should practice

under the conditions of thou^t and desire, ap-

propriate to the destruction of the habit.

(2) He should be

made to understand, that in his daily life, it is important

not to avoid

stamtiierin^;,

ceed naturally.

(3)

but that he

rnust let his

speech pro-

The subject should realize that any ef-

fort to avoid stammering, tends to fix the stammering habit.
(

4) He should be led to understand that stammering when prac-

ticed according to instructions is not defective speech and
is not deplorable, but that it is a necessary accomplishment.

He should be led to engage in it without inhibition, doubts,
or qualms.

32.

Kstabrook

*

£uuora £. (29)

Theory ;

No specific theory

was clearly set forth.

She outlined no definite cause.

A*

yuuse ;

B.

tlethod of Therapy ;

(1) Opportunities should be found

for happy activity, both In class and in the child's environment.

The child should be given a feeling of «at-homeneas"
in all hia
social contacts* (2) In class, the child shoula be
provided with
opportunities for practice in using speech under conditions
con-

ducive to relaxation.

(3) Conversation, rwfltnf, recitation,

story and news telling should be used along with poetry.
(4)
The child 3hould also be given ijiformal posture and relaxation
exercises and should be encouraged to seek wuolesome self-ex-

pression ana normal social relationships.

33 «

ttHfilMg*
A.

v.'QjiMi

Causes t

|« (30) Theory ;

Ho theory was specified.

(1) Llorbid adjustment to social environment

includes a morbid social consciousness, hypersensitivity of

social attitude an4 a pathological social pressure to ideas
and conventions that are iaconflict with one*s own conceptions

and with the basic drive of one's own being.

(2) Language

inhibitions, set up in children, may also give rise to stam-

mer ing.
B»

Uethod of Therapy :

(

1)

There should be a complete re-

construction of the entire daily program of the sta^aerer.
(2) There should be a utilization of the social environment.
(3) Principles of occupational therapy should be emphasized}

activities should be employed which are remedial.
drills should never be employed)

(4)

(Speech

Properly equipped rooms

or buildings should be set aside for stutterers.

These rooms

or buildings should be equipped with the necesaxy parapher-

nalia for the successful teaching of all subjects required by
the pupils of subjects.

(5)

stutterers shoula practice sing-

ing, playing a role, dramatizing! and impersonation.

Ihey

|
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should also apeak in public.
34-

BWdte
A*

£•

<

teltf

3 > Theory ;

She outlined no theory.

(1) Humiliating forms of illness

may result

in the child's feeling inferior jthrou^ lack of
popularity
v/ith

his fellows, or through difficulty with his games or les-

sons.

(2) Conscious or unconscious cruelty

by way of unfavor-

able comparison with other children is as harmful.

(3) Pri-

mary neurasthenia nay arise from the child's being pampered
and spoiled.

g£ Therapy;

**

(1) a lon^ and gradual series of

relaxation and correct breathing exercises should be employed.
(These are fundamental.)

(2) Vocal drills, word list test re-

sembling the Pressey X-0 Test are designed to locate complexes
or other causes for mental

hy^ene treatment.

(3) word-mak-

ing plans and games, ^ossipioj exercise, goin^-shopping exer-

cise, a telephone exercise, speaking round-the-clock exercise,

are other therapeutic methods.

(4) Seven rules are;

(a) al-

ways to speak with the chest fullj (b) always to speak from
the "press"

j

(c)

.

Iways to make a ^ood voice in speaking

(d) never to worry about special words or letters j (e) never

to be afraid to speak when you want toj (f) never to get ex-

cited when you speak \ (g) to do the breathing practice every
day.

36.

Francis (32) Theory :

He asserted that all stuttering and

stammering is due chiefly to anxiety neurosis, produced in
psychopathetic children in their early years by fright.
A.

Cause s

No specific cause was made clear.

.

B*

.-^-V^ o£ iiiS£s^i

Franck old not make clear any

method of treatment.
36.

^g^grfl i.

(S3) theory;

:.o

definite theory could

be discovered.

A*

U)

£&tt2££*

Faulty habits or incoordinations ^nd

emotional causes of those activities need correction
for fluent speech. v 2) Situations of an extremely emotional
nature

may ^ive rise to stammering.
B.

i-.eViQH

of

SksaWP

Ul Breathing

exercises, plus the

exercises for formation of the different vowels, sibilants,
aspirates, should be ^iven.

To these, should be added exer-

cises in the complex movements necessary for the production
of coordinated and current speech.
pflttfci

Bitti

3*

C

34 ) Theory ;

Bfe*

believes that stut-

tering is primarily an emotional disturbance, due in some
cases to lei -bhanuedness
A.

„ause ;

B-

Method gg Theraays

lio

definite cause was set forth.

CD

proper exercise, food, and rest.

Physical hygiene includes
;,ny

physical abnormality or

ailment should be corrected, even though it does not seem to

affect the stuttering directly.

(2) The principles of child

guidance should be put into effect.

The child should not be

pflffl or spoiled, and yet not treated harshly,

-.ttention

should not be drawn to the child* s stuttering; nor should any

apologies be made for him.

Disturbing elements in the home,

such as rivalry and jealousy should be eliminated.

(3) Vocal

exercises are excellent helps for stutterers, but they should

not be alloyed Ml a cure or as a hope for
a cure.
designed to improve only voLumie, pitch, and

They are

quality,

(4) Dra-

matic work, In speeches, debating, and playing
games are valuable bee use they give the subject an opportunity
to speak,
and at the same time, to forget himself.

(5)

Relaxation should

also be employed*

38 •

E^hsMMy JMi

(36) Theory:

He believes that

steering

lies in the psychic condition of the individual who
becomes

conscious of the at&xically disturbed speech movements.
A*

(1)

The cause of stammering may be of a peri-

pheral or a central nature.

It may be conditioned by an ab-

normal functioning of both the impressive and the expressive

irgma*

t%) Defects of will are exemplified in children who,

for some reason, do not want to speak correctly.

(3)

pro-

nounced motor awkwardness i3 characteristic of feebleminded
children.

(4) Functional acoustical iisturbance is an inability

to iprasp kinaesthetic impressions.

There may also be a de-

gree of awkwardness in the use of the organs of articulation,

together with insufficient functioning of the muscular pcrts
concerned, which may cause a lack of, or faulty formation of,
simple sounds.

(5) There

may also be or^.nic diseases of the

motor nervous system which sometimes give rise to bulbar
paralysis.

(6) Defects in the lips sometimes causa stammer-

ing, but this is rather rare.

B*

Uethod of ^herapy i

(1)

£i vowel stammering, the

stammerer should be sliown the correct positions of the mouth

.
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for the sounds he is unable to utter.

The sounds gained from

this should be practiced in combination with
others.

(2) Cor-

rect consonant positions should be tau-ht the
stagier or.
Coercive measures such as faradisation (electrical

(3)

shocks) or

energetic exhortations are to be undertaken, only
when all
other attempts have failed.
(4) Sometimes it is necessary to
utilize -rtifieiai sound formation. Because of the forced
position of the child's organs of articulation, the method of

formation of the respective sounds is more quickly intelligible.
1
^Kftrqift

A.

Theory :

C.use;

Ho theory was made clear.

He believed that stammerin^ could be caused

by either a mechanical incongruity in the "motive" organs of
the tongue (consisting of an abnormal decree of tension and

contraction), or a psychic disposition, the nature of which

cannot be accurately defined.
B"
40.

'

ethou of Therao:/ ;

Ko form of treatment was outlined.

Jiff or d. -kible £. (37) Theory ;

Jhe believes that t&e

causes of stammering are psychological, and that the spasmodic

manifestation of the speech organs is only an external symp-

tom of a deep-seated mental conflict.

a)
•-•

-

^uses s

Because of early childhood, severe shocks

and emotional conflicts remain as subconscious memories for

many year3 and may continue to disturb the speech function,
which in itself is perfect, until such time as corrective
Appeit, Alfred, ^taamei*iru and its Permanent Cure, p. 19 ff

43

measures are applied.

portant part.
B.

Pre-school environment plays an im-

(2)

(3) Home environment is also significant.

l^VfQd o£ ^nora^y*

(1)

Physical hygiene is essential.

Ca)

(2) dental hygiene consists of adjusting the attitude of the

child toward his world* (b) adjusting the attitude of the
parents, family, teacher, principal and classmates, to the
child, and Cc) establishing a pro^-ysa or activity", bused upon
the 3.,ecia^ abilities or disabilities of the pupil.

(3) The

stutterer should be reeducated about the "Idea Association*

toward speech Ca) He should be taught to anks his own autosu&jestioa constructive.
should be constantly

upon hia.

(b)

lie

These constructive surest ions

MM

in aind before the stammering is

should experience concretely,

and the feeling of the control of

tlie

tlie

hearing

speech iMinbSnlWIi

Start should be carried in the stutterer's nind

general relaxation pouring out of

tine

tlie

idea of

breath/ tone, till itlj

loose laouth ..ction, and the thou^sht, "It is impossible for me

The stutterer should

to stammer

tiien

be taught that it is

possible to control his thought, and, therefore, to brin^ into
and hold in consciousness, the "fluency innate" .

This in-

volves self -discipline, and is the only place where will should
be used.

The holding of the image of fluent speech, results

in control of the motor centers, and ultimately in the iiabitual

production of fluency.

The sub-conscious conviction must be

changed from "I Can't" to
I Can."

(c)

W I a on

after the ilucacy 1

,

oec .use I have proved that

:a0 «

uas been persistently cul-

tivated, it should be deliberately employed every time the
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blockade image intrudes itself and held in the focus
of attention until the blockade idea, as well as the
fctAMurlag,
ia

replaced by the ggg*| controlled speech.

(4)

;

sycholo^ical

rehabilitation, in jeiwral, should cover, (a) relaxation of
raind

and body* (b) relaxation of the speech organs}

(,e)

build-

ing up concepts of poise, self-expression, and of iaeeting
life

situations positively and adequately j (d) the strength csiing
of the "Fluency Image*' by combining the correct idem of flowing speech with the experience (the sound and feeling) of flu-

ency i and (e) the development of a sub-conscious control of
the

41 «

I

otor centers by retraining the thought control.
^re^ne . Japes

C39) Theory ;

He believes that stauroer-

iAs is due to the incorrect ideation of speech.
••

-uaea:

(1)

Consonants that are fonoed incorrectly,

substituted, or omitted,

mer ing.

(2)

iaay

constitute the origin of stam-

Vowels that are incorrectly formed, omitted, sub-

stituted or added, mey cause stammering to develop.

(3) Parts

%t words or whole words may be slurred, disjointed, or otherwise mutilated to such a decree that a person's speech becomes altered to the extent that he seems to be speaking a

language or his own.

(4)

Baby talk— tliis form of speech is

acquired from Lad speech habits, through imitation, or from

poor interpretation and production.

(5)

Delayed speech may

be due to retarded mental development or to lack of aggressiveness la denoting wants.

The origin of this defect is usu-

ally due either to too much care and attention to protracted
periods of sickness during the age when the child* s speech is

developing, or to neg.tivistic tendencies found
in atypical
children.
B.

MttlStf 9$ TiWraroP

113 The vowel chart test is a

method to ascertain what vowel sounds need to be
corrected.
(2) The consonant chart test is also a method to ascertain
what consonant sounds need to be corrected for the same
reason.
(3) There should be correct formation, practice and drill work
on the consonant and vowel sounds, indicated as defective
by
both tests.

(4) Hone influences, mental states, and educa-

tional advantages should be adjusted in such a manner as to

contribute to the best welfare of the patient.

(5)

Using a

mirror, the stammerer should breathe in through the nose deeply,
v/ith the

mouth shut without raising the chest.

Ke should then

sound "Ah" in a loud tone, while slowly exhaling* (6) Using a

mirror , the stammerer should protrude the lips and make the

vowel sound "Oo" and others.
eye on eo

ie

(8) The stammerer should fix his

object in front of him.

Then without allowing

his head to move, he should let the lower jaw drop, relaxing
it.

(9)

Using a mirror, the subject should whisper "Ah," no-

ticing at the same time that the palatal arch is widened.
\lso thinking of the sound "Ah" he should try to widen the

palatal arch without vocalizing.
42

CrUtti:on>

Qskar (41) Theory:

He specified no particular

theory.
(U

Causes :

(1) Careless speech in childhood

sometimes

develops into a habit of stammering as the child ^i-ows older.
(2) Fear is another cause.

Ba

i

y ay*a4fi

CD (HHMMd breathing

jg£ ^fterapy:

should be practiced.

(2) The atauuaarar should breathe in

audibly through the mouth.

«d;iie txhalfetg,

nounce audibly, "Hah", then

W§

thflftj

exercises

he should pro-

next, he should alternate

and finally he ahoulu say them together. Uyllables and

words as well as combinations of the vowels with NHfttnants
can be utilised for practice.

the a^e

(3) When the child has attained

six or -seven years, he should be g&HBk physical

ox"*

exerciser.
43.

du^m^,

(42) Theory;

He believes that staasasring

is ncre or less a matter of temperament, asserting that most

stammerers are excitable and hasty.
A.

>;auac

.

lie

believes that stammering is traceable, not

so much to heredity, as to "psychic infection" which takes

place when a child hears a relative stammer or or stutter,
deredity can be ta>en into consideration as a primal factor

only v/non the patient has never seen nor hc*rd
relative.

tiie

disturbing

The "psychic depression" of the stammerer is never

the primal condition but is always due to constant brooding

over the speech defect.
B.

Ltethod

treatment.

(2)

be employed*
the vowels*

nibited.

(4)

a?

Tjherq^y ;

CD

lire-rth

Vocal enercises of the

:?hese

control is one form of
lon^,

vowels only should

exercises consist in putting

*SB*

before

C3) Tics and accessory movements should be in-

©anfidence roast be restored.

(5) Jtudy of the

voiced consonants consists of exercises where consonants are

pronounced from behind the palate.

.

4<±.

*Ior:;^l

iLkki* BMMMBteJLf

ifeHiiHWlnj|

debuts

oa speech)

,

us tue result oi uuuto;iic lesions and iaal-

foriaatiaas of the organs connected

yQ/^ou

u.

regarded

L*he„'

was -01 /aw conscious!/ separated tvoa other

Cv«ttiiii

s~aso«

;heary s

iao

s peach.

-o-itu

appelant cause could so uiscovarod.

^ ?heraa/;

The/ outlined ao uethod of treat-

uieat.
tSvw'^-V>

oe

aeuroa.

v

.;e^ia^ae (43)

one believes that ataiaaer-

Biiflm

b/ a temporary stimulus to an upper

flftaftt

.,;otor

This ulght be due to a Wjporcay dilatation of the

capiilarlaa 01 the pro~ceatr^ cortex.}
Ho Speeiaic cauao

v^ujte «
ii*

-

.eu*oa

-.vas

recognised*
ol the ^uadru*

'the tiSuudptiOia

jSttEfilAX*

pedal position* ua alteration oi blooa pressure

whicn

ifltTIM

rilSftiii wae blood that dilates the capi 3 larles.

w»

Causes*

;i *

.ua/

(44; Theory .

^tii^.-aa -

(X)

i

.iviag la

«o tneoxy *us

on

iaade cxear*

uniu\/orab-.e ouviroaueat

nut bo conducive to noriaai speech uovoio^euw.

^eukueao oi the child's health

uoriag.

(3)

reeling

oi*

cause

njua wo u-uvolop staia-

Sb« child* s contacts In the heme

o^patiaa u*c ,

iiitiua-wu,

uajr

<-<r

constructive.

not be too
Nfegf

be a

social inadequacy ia speaking oituat*ons, and ia

bo other lonaa

XAppelt,

ian/

(4) I'hore

aost cases, a.aiiiv or rear during speech*

a-

(2) A

oi*

(6)

fhWl

iaa/

also

blocking.

CD

^e a^ou oT racraa./ ;
lTred, atauuerin

.

The stutterer snuurd be aided

and i&§ i^rman^at

Cure., p. 14 ff

e
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in becoming adjusted to his environment
by intiiaate,

thetic

and.

constructive encouragement.

apa-

This will enable him

to educate his emotions and develop a
health, vigorous, social attitude* (2) The feeling of social
inadequacy must be
so directed and controlled that the stuttererv<ill develop

confidence in his ability to

daily life.

"
|

dlmini^.

mm the

speech situations of his

c cording, the feeling of inferiority
will

(3) Hopefulness should be

based on a cumulation of

successful ^erforoanees, especially in childhood.

This will

tend to abolish the fears and anxieties that are
attendant on

speech situations.

(4) Adequate,

oral, self-expression should

be developed li the stutterer.
1

47.

Haaj

Xl

2a2£ZTJ£ s

lag as a pathological
A.

Cause;

® waa the flr3t

•

uthor to treat stamer-

syniptora.

He believed stamnerin^ to be caused by a

spasm, induced by

ft

weakness of the raotor organs of

tiie

larynx

and teogtte*

B*

Method of Thera-^i

(1) He prescribed systematic gym-

nastics of the orjana of 3peech, such as reciting for adults,

and lecture poaee for children.
lable to be practiced.

I

He required a difficult syl-

forh placed under the

coiapasaing the root of the tongue

used
-.pite

t-j

both

:iidea,

strengthen that organ by co^pelliaj It to

of this obstacle.

stoie -"era under
-^ppelt,

or:

t^ue

and ea-

was the means
.or. la

(2) He also reconsnended placing the

a foreign governess, unac

.lfrou, Jtaopogto; aja&

^u

tinted with their

j&g Permanent Uur

«

p. 16 tt •

3

.
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language, thus forcing then to learn the
foreign language
slowly, without indulging in their mother
tongue.

Mmmii mtmSkJb

48.

(45)

BaWBP

He advanced no definite

theory.

A«

(1) The causes of

ftwwmlnf

seem to lie in

a failure to coordinate the vocal muscles under
the stress of

emotion.

(2) Staramering may arise from emotional upsets re-

sulting from breaking a child of the habit of using his
left

hand*
B.

%3tfho4 of Therapy;

(1)

when a child under four years

or age stampers, his self-consciousness about speech should
be
reduced.

He should be indirectly guided into a quiet s^ate be-

fore talking.

(2) A child should be given prompt hearing and

not kept in suspense when he has something to say.

(3)

Talk

games, with the child 1 s attention given to the ^ct that the

adult speech requires, will afford good models of speech.
(4) The child should not be asked to talk when emotionally up-

set.

(5) The training should be given in the use of speech,

when attention is not focused upon the child nor upon his manner of s_>eech.

(6)

Emotional tension in the home should be

reduced.

1
49.

J ourcLiit

He apparently set forth no theory.

A*

Cause *

Urn

Method of Therapy .

with a pause.
^

theory .

Ho specific cause could be discovered.
(1) The stammerer should inhale

After pausing, he should pronounce a word or

Appelt, Alfred, ^taiomerin^ and its Permanent Cure . p»39 ff

60

several words, and then expel
60.

^ej^,

^*±er

(46)

trie

remaining air.

W* theory could be recog-

nized.

cause could be discovered*

B.

Mejjho^ of

8—

^

He bases his

tmtMBt

of stammer-

iag on the ide^s of a. Hudson, Uakuen and
Herman Jutzman.
Kenyon usee modern psycho-physiology. (
1) Through the employment of models, drawings, and description, the
stammerer should
be taught first to understand his speech mechanism
and
its

manner of action.

He should be taught to conceive it as a

machine for talking. (2) Principles of psychological
manage-

ment of the speech mechanism should be gradually developed.
Since control of the uechonism varies with every individual
sound, each must be taken up in detail for the purpose of un-

derstanding and controlling the production of that particular
sound.

(3) aarly in the period of training, there should be an

effort made to develop a conscious control of the stammerer's
speech.

This consciously controlled effort shoulu be gradu-

ally developed until speech production has become normally
smooth, excellent in quality, and attended with little or no

hesitation.

(4) In this new conception of speech there should

be inculcated ideas of calmness, slowness, and s el ^.'-reliance.

The stammerer should be made to understand that only bj such

constant and efficient control of his social stability and of
his speech mechanism, will his stammering be eliminated.

By

the application of these exercises, he will be able to rebuild
the efficiency of that part of the brain on which smooth,

automatic speech production ordinarily depends.

61 '

tt—gp

i^Bila

He believed that

lU—

III

llijj,

is t con-

se.uence, or reflex action of manifest, or incipient
scrofula

(tuberculosis with accoapan/ing enlargement and degeneration

of the lymphatic -lands, especially of the neck).
A.

Cause;

B.

tle.^od u£ Therapy;

He outlined no definite cause.

He believed in strengthening the

mental control over the respiratory orpins and developing
these or^uns by systematic exercise.

To accomplish this, he

had his subjects practice shouting in order to strengthen the

vocal cords.

he also had them indulge in gymnastics, fencing,

swioiaing, besides Laving them take cold sponge baths.

To streng-

then the lips, he insisted upon his stammerers speaking for
some time with their teeth closed*

During the second week of

practice, they were to practice the vowels.

After deep in-

spiration, a short pause was followed by the elongated pro-

nunciation of "Ah* until the store of breath was exhausted.
The combined respiratory and vocal exercises came last.

Also,

in Oider to accustom the stammerer to s^eak according to time,
-.lencke either ^ave him a baton or else induced him to move his

thumb and forefinger towards each other, thus enabling the stam-

merer to accompany all of his words, syllable by syllable.
52.

fcussmaal . Adoloh (48) ffheorv .

He formulated no definite

theory*
A.

Ceruse s

^ppelt, Alfred,

He believed that stammering was caused by

.>tam ierin^

and its Pe rmanen t Cure , p. 43 ft .

;

congenital weakness of the syllabary coordinating
apparatus
(medulla)* Kussaiaui published some case hiatoides
wnieh

in-

dicated that hemephie^ia (paralysis of one side; was the
cause
of aphasia

wmch was followed by

stammering.

This seems to

substantiate the belief that stammering has an anatomical
cause*
B.

2£ Therapy;

frteViga

He evidently outlined no method

of treatment*
1

ftHttMK and

iier..en

T,heor:/ *

Ko apparent thecr„ was de-

fined.
A.
of

tiie

B*

Cause ;

Iney traced stacsaering back to unsoundness

muscles of the organs of speech*

^ethou of Therapy ;

Ko method of treatment could be

discover eu*
i-feu*-*~*u «

.lbert (49) Theor y;

he considers nervousness

(both hereditary and acquired) as a real foundation for stam-

mering and lays great stress on the abuse of alcohol and sex*
A.

he does

vuU^fe.

ziot

seem to have specified a partic-

ular cause*
B*

OetiiQa of Therapy ;

He employed a system of exercises

for loosening up the larynx and raising the soft palate*
^5*

Lil JL .ren «

,

,lic e (50)

Theory:

No definite theory was out-

,

lined.
A.

Causes ;

(1) stuttering may arise

structions including adenoids and tonsils*
1
Appelt, Alfred, Jtammerin,

from breathing ob(2)

Malnutrition

and it s Permanent ~ure. p. 15 ff *

03

during babyhood, may be a contributing
cause.
B.

o£ ffierapy;;

applied,
trol.

CD

Physical hygiene should be

(2) The stutterer should be

taught emotional con-

(3) Habits of genera* self-control should be
estab-

lished.

Zeroises in speech should be given the stutterer*

Later on, special exercises may be given to enable
him to
develop control over his mind and body. The
subject should
also be given simple arm and leg movements v&ich
should be
practiced smoothly, evenly, and accurately. The aim
is to

develop ueutal as well as physical poise.

Breathing exercises

should follow and should also be practiced slowly, smoothly
and evenly.
apy*

(a)

(4) Speech training is the next step in the ther-

./hen

the stutterer has mastered the breathing exer-

cises well, note or inflection exercises should be given.

The first note consists of putting a high-pitched speaking
note in tao middle of words.

used ia rhymes

oaid

Later on, this note ahould be

original prose exercises,

(b) The second

inflection exercise consists in putting a high-pitched speaking note at the end of the first syllable in a line of poetry.

The voice should be gradually lowered so that the starting

point in pitch is reached at the end of the line of poetry.

Exercises in using this note in original paragraphs or stories
should follow,

(c) The third inflection exercise, consists of

putting a high speaking note in the middle of the line of
poetry.
ries.

This note is also used in original paragraphs and sto(5)

hen the stutterer is able to use any one of these

notes easily, he should make use of it in conversation.

54

(6) v/hen these notes are mastered, the stutterer should
begin

visual work.

The manner of its development varies with the

aje and ability of the subject.

Usually, the process is be-

jun by making the stutterer memorize poetry, using at
first
only such pmmm as lend themselves readily to concrete
picturing.

(7) Hbcercises on visualizing abstract ideas should

be ^iven later.

Opportunities for participation in all forms

of speech situations should be ^adually introduced.
56 •

Mftntt^ Htil MBU

Theory:

mering, the larynx is at fault.

Ke believed that in stam-

In stuttering, the seat of

the trouble, is in the "unruly member", either the tongue or
the lips.
A.

Cause? :

(1)

:

tampering may arise from an inability to

control the action of the vocal cords sufficiently for phona(2) This defect may also be the result of spasms of the

tion.

diaphragm which renders it impossible for a blast of air to
be sent up to the glottis.
B.

Method o£ Therapy :

(1) The subject should be taught

to acquire some decree of control over his diaphragm and other

respiratory muscles, so that the air or motive pov/er shall not
be allowed to become diaaipated before the vocal apparatus can
be made ready for it.

57 •

-'akuen , £•

j

fudson (52) Theory :

Hi ere was no theory that

could be clearly reco^ized.
A.

citing.

Causes:

The causes are two-fold, predisposing and ex-

(1) The predisposing cause is inherited and general^

Tendencies to stammer may be transmitted from parent-3 who may

not have stammered themselves,

.veakneea or irritability in

the auditor/ speech center, is often inherited.

(2) The ex-

citing or immediate cause may be one or more of
many things,
including accidental or environmental factors}
peripheral obstructions, fright i injury* association} imitation}
the diseases of childhood} an environment of ra ,id, excitable

speak-

x

ing} and a lack of the proper

Vpe

of speech training Uk

childhood.
B.

I^ey.oa

oj£

Efter^:

(D

The stammerer should be taught

to use only the purely movable parts of his respiratory mecha-

nism in the control of the

II

lit I

II

of breath.

(2) The bony

and cartilaginous frame-work of the thorax, including the
shoulders, should be held in an easy but perfect equilibrium.

full breath should never be taken when beginning to

(3) A

speak.

(4) .attention should be -ocused

than upon articulation.

Co)

upon

jlhorsttori

rather

The stammerer's attitude toward

speech should be changed by intelligent, persistent exercises,
cover tag a long period of time.

(6)

Sach elementary sound of

speech should be consciously directed in its production.
53iiig

„

ianueil. ^ibyl (53) Theory;

Jhe believer that stamiaer-

arises from a neurosis.
A*

Cause *

B#

Method of Therao;/ ;

Ho cause could be discovered.
(1) The purposive factor in the

neurosis must be removed, that is, the fictive goal which conditions the pattern of the life of the stutterer mu3t be

changed from an egocentric to a social one.

(2) The stutterer

should be imbued with courage to carry on along the useful

- 56 -

phases of life.
fetiftfij

totmiA

C&4) Theory ;

He believes ttk,t stammer-

ing arises from an incorrect ideation of .speech*
A.
(2)

Causes;

(1)

Fear may result in a speech disorder.

Imitation is sometimes responsible for the ailaenU (3) la-

proper speech training is al30 an important factor, .children
are sometimes -orced to use and read words ouch too difficult

for then to articulate, pronounce, or even understand.

The re-

sult is the formation of a habit of stumbling, hesitancy, then

stuttering, which may be confirmed when the child is oversensi-

tive or is made conscious of his habit through improper cor-

rection or critici&m.

Difficult sounds are .gradually avoided

through fear until generation of sthenic emotions upsets the
entire vocal ©echanism.
'frthod of Therapy ;

(1) Stress should be laid

upon

more voice when passing frou the initial consonant to the follow lag sound.

(2) The stammerer should always open his mouth

quickly for the vowel following an initial consonant.

(3)

Exercises containing letters with which the child has special

difficulty should be practiced silently at first, and then
•

ith mirrors* before tiiere is actual vocalization.

(4)

Gradu-

ally as the fear of speech is lost, and the stammerer commences subconsciously to

g ive

sounds in their proper sequence

in words, he ;aay be permittee to increase &is speed. (6) There

should be daily drill in tenjue and vocal taymnastics.

^mna sties

develop idLnaesthetic imagery and

faster coo'rdination.

i^ake

Tongue

for better and

The stamaerer should practice vocal

.
•

57

gymnastics in order to intensify hie auditory
image of the
vowels. The development of a new voice is
obtained by
better production of the vowel sounds and assists
in dispelling
fear and inhibition. The use of a higher or
lower pitch also
assists psychologically by restoring confidence
until the
secondary causes are removed.

(6) Silent reading and the prac-

tice of reading aloud before a mirror should also
be utilized.
(7)

Rest is essential*

60 *

1
Aj

fa rsfaqUi

PtMMring

£U1

and Lichtiiyer

Theory

:

They conceived

to be a reflex spasm caused by the predominance of

excito-motor spinal action over cerebral influence.

Lieh-

tinjer discriminated between cerebral and soinal stammering

and regarded causation as morbid disorders of either the brain
or the spine.

A*

Cause ;

B»

aethod 2l Therapy ;

No cause was definitely advanced.

They outlined no method of treat-

ment.

61.

McDowell , ^aizabetft £• (56) Theory ;

No theory

Mi

forrau-

la ted.
**

Sjgjl 1

B-

-;ethoft

No cause was clearly set forth.

a£ Therapy *

(1) There should be stress laid

on the recognition of the habit to be acquired by the person

who must acquire it.

(2) JiUercises and schemes for gaining

success in bringing about the desired speech reaction should

be applied.

Qsiq

exercise that is successful is speaking

Appelt, Alfred, Stammerin g and its Permanent Cure , p. 17 ff

isolated syllabus in unison with the
instructor, who should
be employing an easy, weU-raodulated
voice.
(4) Opportunities
should be provided for repeating the
reactions and attaching
rewards and satisfactions to each successful
effort.
(S) The
desired reaction should be associated with
situations in which
it
be used.
(6) The effort .and treatment should be di-

mm

rected toward increasing the span of the
period between relapses into it N*|'f j|g and decreasing the
length of the duration of relapses vben it has occurred.
62.

(57) Theor,/;

He believed that the entire cause of

stauuaerin^ is of psychic orijin.

A.

Cause;

B.

^eV o 4 of £herapys
t

No cause could be discovered.

>

Pie

apparently specified no form of

treatment.
63.

r.^'^Mk) uildrad

a*

(53) theory ;

she outlined no de-

finite theory.
A*

CD Stammering may

,v-rU5ft§»

inherited

0Mft|iiis£.

arise as the result of an

of the cortical speech areas, as for example,

la cases where there is an early history of delayed speech or

imperfect pronation.

(2)

An inherited pre-cJisposition of an

emotional instability, way also

3'
parts of

Method a£
»

ui-fs,

BMPttP

^'ive

rise to stamoering.

OJ Speech

drills of component

syllables composed of consonants and vowels,

should be ^iven for the purpose of establishing a

,,ood

voice.

They will also aid in the develop;aent of the habit of making
the correct coordinations for all consonants and of the habit

of taking tiroe to ^ive each syllable its proper value.

- ou

syllable drills are ^iven, there should be
an immediate correlation with speech, and conversation
(2)

..nere

restive to

cental hygiene should be carried on in a
(a) Detailed speech

MM

and better voice.

drills should include attention to vowel

quality U* words, articulation of final consonants,
and

pauses as the case requires*
64.

'-.r,4^> L&on.

He believes

(59) Theory.;

stammering is

tiiat

the result of a nervous deran^eiaent of neurosis.

A*

'-'••use;

B.

*.

t

ey^d

BP definite cause could be discovered.
of Vher^./;

(1) ou^jestioa, persuasion, or

psychoanalysis is necessary to eradicate

tiie

nervous disorder.

(2) Suitable exercises to correct the vagaries of musca:.ar

organic functioning should be employed.
65.

ttpMi iUB

fc*

B*

^

6°) Theory ;

m

There was

theory set

forth*

causes :

(1)

The inabiliV to adjust some ^erooaality

difficulties may be Ml under ljln& cause of stammering.
^uludjus-fcuont often sUuwa itself in speech for

is auother cause.
teacher,

tiie

...

ti..*.*

(3) Icismana^ement in the eiuearoom,

This
,2;

Pear

by the

i^norin^ of the child out of sccmnj .h^m-ity or

the forcible attempt to cure the defect by open exposure,

ridicule, or harsh
B.

tion of

comiikaids raay

-lethods of fUer a jy t
tiie

personality*

increase A tendency*

(1)

There should be a reeduca-

:.nythinj that will increase the self-

confidence of the patient that

..111 ^afce

him turn from a fear

attitude oo a fi^htin* attitude, will be of value*
66.

-outler (61) Theory ;

He believed that staaaeri^ was due

to fatigue of

pKf% of the speech tract, as a result of

aotue

overworking this part in uhe proaucoion of speech.

wau a e ;

•

ne adva^oed no particular cause.

^et^od o^ Xherajy i

Ho Method of treatment was clearly

dei juied*

^iHA^y a^d BtaBBlBiMrtl

BMEBP

beiifcveu that atani-

weriu^ was caused by s^/asaa of the glottis In which the
hapurteu theuselves to the muscles of the tongue, face
throat, by
•*

b.

and then
68.

i.iorbid

oauaa ;

They set forth no cause*

^ethoa of Thera^./ ;

Jiffeabaeh cut slits in the tongue

two ends together*

sewed, the

pauses ;

,-nd

association.

fc*uolecznev (62) Xheox;/ :

A.

spa3ias

Ko theory was apparently speei-

he oolieved that etMBMfflng

./as

the disproportion between the Mental speech ima^e

caused by
-aid

the

Mechanical egression of it in an endeavor to overcome the
difficulties of ^n^ua^Q.

Tnis ataxia uay last much longer in

neuropatiiicajj^y disposed child then in others, and when further

exciting agents such as fear, anxiety and suck-en fright are
adaed, the child beeoMes a staMMerer.

-au*oa

ojT

Tlxeraoy »

Factors in his treatment weres
aonodyiiaaiic, oono-

sin^iii^t

n^Ui-uc speech* slow, Monotonous >

lEHjiiiril

speeca* repetitive speech | utterance of nonsense syl-

lables as they occur, after deep inhalation* and use of a

X

Appelt, Mfred, stammer in;: and Its Perns nent Qgfr ?* 16 ff 1

full voice rising

€9 *

2*mtei
A«

«Ml

the raelodyj and legato speaking.

!£S.h8£l (63) Theoryt

SNHRi

CM

No theory was nade clear.

Stammering nay arise from a faulty

development of speech during the lalling period when the child
is learain

;

to imitate.

<2) M\y organic disease of the organs

of speech may also cause stanmering.
B*

:M^pcl of Therapy;

should be employed.

(1) Systematic speech exercises

(2) Psychic

treatment to aid in the re-

iioval of anxiety should be utilized.
o:7

70 «

(3)

The self-confidence

the stammerer should be aroused and developed.
rjS2Pi~£3*

Hqlen H. (64) 3lSPX2 ;

ne believes that stammer-

ing arises from a mental source.

A.

Cause *

B.

tjfttftod

No cause wis clearly defined.
of Thera.) ^*

Mechanical phonetic drills in-

cluding the articulation of lists of nonsense

v*ords and stan-

zas of poetry should be employed.

BttOt

£A&^SkS£ A*

(

65 ^ Theory,:

He advanced no theory.

^° cause could be found.

A*

£aS£3£ ;

Bm

Method o£ flflBM1

(1)

Bre.thli

utilized to correct the faulty breath in

;

;

exercises Should be

of the stamnersr.

(2) The habit of re nilar emission of air clurin -j speech should

be acquired.
speech

-\q

(3) The stammerer should be taujjvt to re

a musculfir process.

*

rd

(4) He should be made to under-

stand that a >leasin^ nnd powerful manner of public speaking
is accessible to him.

72.

Prideaux * £• (66) Theory:
A.

Causes i

There was no theory formulated.

Hysteria is the cause he recognizee.

WtiW&X&m&Z*

(1) Direct verbal

in waking and hypnotic sta^e should be

glr«U

au^esUoa, both
(2) Indirect

s^jgestlon by insinuation with the help of electricity
or different fores of exercise and speech drills is
helpful.
73.

BjgMfafcWfc

aatftH

(67) Theory :

;jhe

specified no defi-

nite theory.

There was no ap^rent cause forimlated.

**!

B.

SM r

.^laaju; iif

CD

,ftB.Y 8

school records and medical or

l>y

psychiatric examinations, the cause or causes of the person-

ality disturbances can be discovered.
attitudes should be built up.

(3)

(2)

He ath and social

vhe sturaueror should be

taujht to develop effortless liabits of rhyUiuie speech in ad-

dition to a pleasant well-modulated resonant voice*

(4)

should practice exercises for relaxation.

stai-irjorer

The

(5) Prac-

tice should also be ^iven in reading, recitation, and ian^ua^e
^ames.
74.

Robbing, darnel £• (63) Theory:
A*

Causes *

(1)

Ho theory was defined.

Improper speech development of the child

usually causes sta^merin^.

(2) Imitation plays a proainent

part in sta uerir^.
B.

:

:ethod of

QgfQBBP

CU Breathing

exercises should be

eaployed to develop conscious control of breathing tshils speakinj.

(2) a method for starting speech

as "Ah" or "Ur" before each

-aord

by placing a tic such

should be utilised.

(3)

Con-

tinuity of speech, also Lij./n as continuity of voice, ought
to be practiced.

vowel sounds.

This exercise is composed of drill on the

(4) The stawaerer should be as rel—ic.;

^

«*

63

*•

possible v&eii attesting to speak.

(5)

He should

s~,aa)c

in a

monotone, putting the eraphasis on the vowel sounds
and lightly
soundinj the consonants. (6) The subject should
enunciate

ever/ word slowly and clearly.
75 •

BftOCii iSttl rrederick (69) theory :

He advanced no

theory.
A»

louses:

(1) Vtronz habit-, of speech set up in child-

hood znd not corrected.,, frequent,!/ cause starring.
ity nay

c.

use speech disorders.

this affliction.

(3)

(2) Hered-

Saltation nay result in

(4) Slight or various tfbftttftsl conditions of

the nose, roof of the mouth, lips, jaws, teeth, tongue, or
thro t may also jive rise to staler ing.

The quality of the

voice or the pronunciation of certain sounds is affected.
3*

Method o£ flherapy :

(1) The stamere-r should be taught

how to relax, mentally and physically.

.Ml

rtaanews need

to

be jiven Bumberless experiences of clear, fluent speech in normal speech situations.

(2) 3 terrier er 3 should be trained in

regular habits of bathlngj sleep iagj WUflfii playinj, and working.

They should also be taught to cultivate calmness and

happiness, to adjust themselves to life, to acquire emotional

control, aid to secure correct speech control.

(3)

The aim

should be the reeducation of habits toward independence and
confidence Sn self, slowness of speech,

t*** in speech and

action.
1
7S *

K pllier

Theory

:

Tie

believod that BttfmriAg If caused

by* (1) disparity between the rate at which the train

•^ppelt, Alfred, Stajaasrin^

i£§

t

reduces

Jure * P* 19 ff •

•

thoughts, and that at which it transfers then to the
different

stages of innervation;

md

speech to acconplinh their
A*

Cause:

75

I2£S£o3 of Therspy;

•

tre?tient
77.

-set

>To

tasfc

n

paratus.

incapacity of the organs of

nrooerl%
—

^

a.

specific cause could be discovered.

There was no definite nethod of

forth*

^P^nthjral (70) Theory:

caused by

m

(2)

He thought that stammering is

congenital weakness of the respiratory and vocal

This condition ari3es from

soiae

sort of a nervous

shock which has affected the centers for respiration and speech
in early childhood.

Later on, the mere Intention to speak

causes Incoordinate movements

72.

A*

Qauaq i

B*

v
-£q% ioa of Therapy:

\uff

He apparently specified no cruse.

2kagry.i

-To

method of therapy was

He believed that the center for

...

tde

clear.

p;.;eech

has accidentally been exposed to some injurious influence,
such as suffusing of blood owing to a sudden expansion of the

blood vestals cf the brain, or en insufficiency of blood owing
to a spasmodic contraction of the s*me vessels.

uch

d

etri-

mental conditions would make the perfectly natural ability to
speak, which e:;ists under ordinary circumstance, impossible

at that moment.

The first disturbance, therefore, which Kuff

regarded as a provoking cause of stanEierinrj* arises from a
lesion, a shock or some extra-ordinarily intense emotion.
\cuse :

There

to*.s

lethod of ByttKBPC'

mAppelt,

,-lx'rea, otaiateria-

no

c:\11se

l

*°

-

;?v^nced.

method of treatment was made

^nd its Permanent Jure , p. 19 if.

66

cle

79.

it.

.^grforg,

frflnfflte*

*» (71) XJueory ;

There was a* theory

clearly defined,
A*

Cajige:

B.

UeJ&od of yher^py;

No specific cause could be recognized.

fold therapy is the parent.

(1) The first factor in the three-

He should take care of the health

of the child and should receive instruction in mental
hygiene.

The parent should be taught what happens in stuttering and
what the saturation of the nervous system and the establish-

ment of a dominant brain gradient (or lead) does in its correction.

If he is brought to realize that speech is a learned

process and that the pattern heard is largely the pattern
adopted, he will discover wherein his speech is a help or a

hindrance to the child.

A mental examination of the child

will give the parent an idea as to how much can be done for

him and how much to expect of him.
the teacher.

(2) The second factor is

The teacher (of speech) should have at her com-

mand all available information on the causes of stuttering,
together with the methods of dealing with the disorder.

She

should study the child with the classroom teacher* s help, to
be sure to discover the simple or multiple causation.

The

classroom teacher should be taught the workings of the speech

mechanism and should be shown how kindergarten material can
aid in the maturation and in the establishment of the dominant
gradient,

ohe should know why a stuttering child needs

patient sympathy and understanding.
factor is the child himself.

(3) The

most important

Through individual and group

talks, the speech teacher should raake sure that oach child in

her care It able to tmm his difficulty.

The problem should

not be approach** in a aeries manner for the child should
feel joy in realization that there is ^oiiething to b* accomplished.

Pictures of progress cherts, stars

>

and stickers, as

rarks of accomplishment all have a place in git&i&g the child
to underst-md his difficulty and his place In its correction.
''uv

..e

caused b

1

Tneory

:

He believed that defective speech was

obtain. weakness of the soft palate, uvula, and

the root of the tongue, together with the Inability conselueat upon 3uch conditions.
->.use:

•

No cause could be discovered.

'thod of Therapy:

B.

There was no r:cthod of treatment

specified*

yria -r:

31.
-licory

,

(• g«

(713)

The or/

;

'to

apparently outlined no

•

He thought stuttering to be caused by:

"?uses t

CD nervous shock

>

(2) cental coiitajion

by intentional or un-

intentional imitation^ (3) surgical operations for cataracts,

adenoids and other things j (4) a

sulting
•xioasle.j,

fro:s such

c >nd it ion of

exhaustion re-

ailments as who op in r; cou^h, scarlet fever,

I.uluonaa, intestinal trouble, scrofula anO rickets J

and (5) the difficulty of usinj the muscles of speech.
B.

:,et-

od of 7 v cr yy.r

(1)

'ttention should be ^iven to

the stutterer* a physical and mental health,

X Appelt, Alfred, otammerin^ and

its.

(t) Training in

remanent yUre .

p. 15 ff.

melody and flexibility is beneficial.

The stutterer should

first be taught to sing a song or a phrase while
accompanied
on the piano. His voice will rise and fall and he will
have
no stiffness or cramps. Then he should speak a word on
the

same notes, first with, and then without musical accoiapani-

ment.

or training in flexibility, the instructor should pro-

nounce various words in such a way that the laryngeal tone
passes over two octaves on the first important vowel.
is called the "Octave Twist".

This

(3) There must be correction

of the vocal quality for the stutterer* s voice is usually

hoarse and breathy.

Because of improper action of the laryn-

geal muscles, the vocal cords do not come together evenly.
The hoarseness is corrected by exercises in which the subject
sings and speaks "Ah" with the glottal catch at the beginning

and end of the sound.
glottis.

The breath is held back by closing the

The vowel begins suddenly with strong vibration and

is ended by snapping shut the glottis.

closure.

The result is perfect

(4) The stutterer's voice is usually very poor in

quality and needs training to develop resonance.

The stut-

terer should practice singing scales, arpeggios, and songs
in sharply resonant tones.

ried over into speech.

This resonant tone is then car-

(5) The stutterer usually has cramps

of the breathiiig muscles, breathes in hurried gasps.

Usually

it is sufficient to train the stutterer to take a breath be-

fore each sentence and not to let any of it out before he
speaks.

Exercises in reciting the alphabet several times and

trying to sa^ as much as possible of a poem in one breath are

6<3

useful.

(6) To develop slowness, exercises should be ^iven
in

which the stutterer re^ats poems and sentences in
time to
a metronome beating fifty-four tines a minute.
Conversation
should be carried on in a similar maimer. Later,
conversation
should be carried on just as slowly but without the
metronome.

(7)

Training in proper thinking is ^iven by exercises whereby

the stutterer ^ives the names of designated objects.

He should

do this first by sixain-;, and then by speaking them, melodiously.

The word-association test 3hould also be used.

Ueas-

urii%- the "association time" with a stop watch in fifths of

a second is an effective stimulus.

(8) To correct individual

sounds, the stutterer should repeat words with that sound,

first with the sound omitted, then with the sound much weakened.
(9)

confidence must be developed.

sinti a

tone

(Vvh M

)

with the instructor and the piano and then

without the piano.
used.

The stutterer suould first

Hext, two, three and more tones should be

A declaration of confidence should be made at each

step*

Self-assurance can be still further developed by requiring the stutterer to stand up and deliver speeches, either

those that have been memorized, or spontaneous ones on topics

that are suggested.

Confidence is also increased by increas-

ing the loudness and carrying power of the patient's voice.
(10) The first attempt in the readjustment of the individual

to his environment should be to establish intimate personal re-

lations in ordinary ways of acquaintanceship.

As various in-

cidents occur, discussions of the rules of conduct of the

5

average man and the condemnation of extremes is helpful.
(11) In trying to readjust the sub-conscious, the stutterer

should write down, from time to time, any thoughts or criticisms of the instructor that may occur to him.

He should be

v/arned not to try to produce the thoughts concerning the in-

structor, but to note only those that are unpremeditated.

These spontaneous revelations of the traits of character affect the stutterer with great force and automatically start
a readjustment.

82 *

ocripture . Hay K. (73) Theory ;
A*

(1)

Causes

:

No theory was made clear.

She believes stammering to originate in

any muscular defect

}

(2) habitual substitution of one

sound for another j (3) difficulty in combining sounds
(4) negligence (sluggish mentality) or cluttering (nervous-

ness and mental haste)

j

and

(

7)

malformation of the speech

mechanism.
3.

be made.

Method of Therapy
(2)

:

(1)

Laboratory diagnosis should

An individual study of each subject according

to sex, age, nationality (heredity) health, temperament, en-

vironment, mental debility and social adjustment is very important.

(3) The sufferer should be treated with the utmost
(4)

gentleness, kindness and tact in hi3 reeducation.

In order

that proper and correct speech may be assured at all times,
teachers, students and stutterers should familiarize themselves with the ten "ommandments of Speech:
self, "I have no fear.

before you speak,

(a)

I know I can speak well."

(c) Always think calmly,

Say to your(b)

Think

(d) Always speak

.

slowly and carefuxly.

when speakii^.

( e)

stund or sit quietly and erect

(f) Before speaking, inhale quickly,
deeply,

without straining, with the mouth open,
the first two words in each sentence,

and strengthen the principal vowels,

ful to lengthen the short vowels.

Q)

(g) Be careful of
(h) Always lengthen

(i)

Be especially care-

Be honest with yourself—

don't try to avoid words you think difficult.
33.

Theory *

^cfrulT^sjg

He believed that stammering was the

result of spasms of the glottis.

He su^ested the terms phono-

phobia and lalophobia as best suited to describe it.
A.

Cause :

B-

Method o£ Therapy s

No definite cause was advanced.
No method of treatment could be

discovered.
34.

^ejh, srepr^e and Guthrie * x)ouulas (74) Theory:

They out-

lined no theory.
*•

Causes :

(1) imitation,

(2)

He thoutiht stammering to have its source in;
influeaices at home and at school, iind (3) in

lefthandedness in some cases.

B«

Method o£ Therajy :

(1) Medical and psychological

data including clinical examinations, should be obtained.
C2) Fjcercises should not be

ulation.

v

,iven in pronunciation and artic-

Any method which raises the ordinarily automatic pro-

cess of speech, or any part of the coordinated function to the

level of consciousness is definitely harmful | but exercises in
speaking should be employed,

(a)

For rhythmical coordination,

*Appelt, Alfred, otammerinK and its Permanent /ure . p. 16 ff

npractice should first begin In unison.

Then the stammerers

can gradually be brought up to a point where, in
speech games
and simple dramatizations, individual speech of varyiiig

levels

of difficulty may be required.
tant.

(3) Relaxation is most impor-

(4) ISaphasis should be placed on building up the outer

and inner conditions so that correct speech will ulti.i_.tely
be inevitable.

The whole atmosphere should be suggestive of

i improvement.

85.

SoiaaSSf

MBBK

Ma2* <7o) Theory :

Ho definite theory could

be reco^tiaed.
Aing;
(c)

Causes;

There ore three clinical stages of stutter-

(a) the stage of pure habit,

(b) the fear or fright stage,

the sU^*s of distortion of the personality.

(1) stammer-

ing frequently arises from a condition of nervous and mental

hypertension in children, especially of the

pre-~choo....

period,

with similar misuse of the peripheral speech arjparatus.

There

is an undue hurry and rush of the incipient stutterer to say

a whole word, sentence, paragraph or story with a single ef-

fort of speech or from the very first position, which may be
either correct or incorrect.

(2) Sometimes there is an impulse

to s;eak before the thoughts or words have come to miad.
(3) The

nervous mental state may be initiated by one or more

cumulative factors, such as a desire to keep pace with the

rapid conversation of the others about himj the failure of
others to listen to him, or wait for him to speakj the fear of

being interrupted j efforts by others to hurry the child in
speech | ^orgetfulness of the words he wishes to sayj child

mismanagement} fear of others because of mistreatment,
fatigue
and illness. (4) Social situations requiring speech produce inner emotional excitement with momentary over-anxiety.
(5) The child

may be obsessed with a conviction of the exis-

tence of some speech inadequacy and a feeling of inferiority.
(6) Bugaboo sounds,

syllables, words, persons, or social situ-

ations, requiring speech, originate In the U3ual

cu.<>e.

not in

some suppressed wish, but in association or conditioned emo-

tional reflexes which are centered about the aemory of the

pa3t and the fear of some oncoming difficulty or failure.
B*

Method of Therapy :

The maintenance of sound, phy-

(1)

sical health \ the development of bodily poise, plenty of rest*
and technics of relaxation, should be emphasized.

(2)

The

direct management of the psychological condition should be
accomplished,

(a) Baphasis should be placed on the cultiva-

tion of calmness} the development of a soft, low voice in

speaking the control of

iiqpulses in ten-speech beliavior re-

actions | and controlled thinking,

(b) The stutterer should

understand the nature and evolution of his stuttering | the

mechanism of speech \ the influences of the mind and especially
emotion of the body and particularly on the speech machinery}

the curability of, ana principles of treatment of speech disorders so that knowledge, self-help, and self guidance will
be obtained.

(3) There should be an inculcation of an evolu-

tionary philosophy f leading to self-confidence and self-assertion.

(4) Direct management of the peripheral 3peech

machinery can be accomplished,

(a) The primary, preliminary

7a

mental state may be overcome by maintaining
general calmness
and poise} speaking in a low, soft voice
poising in
j

grouping of thought* and taking time to think
before
ing,

speaking*

a,

leak-

(b) Technics for starting speech properly
and for the

breaking of the speech bloc in its incipiency
through the aid
of restarting speech by breathing, visualization,
and the like,
should be utilized during the course of treatment.

UK!

fcMjUi i2*(76) Theory:

No theory was clearly set

forth.
A*

flMWHI

U>

Nervousness often leads to staranering.

(2) The ailment sometimes arises from some form of mental dis-

tress which leads to an inhibition of the normal functioning

of the speech organs.
aiaflttkflft

H»

WW

Theory ?

There was no theory

clearly defined.
a*

Causes ;

(1) Speech difficulty

imitation (spasmophemia).

(2)

may have its origin in

.here there is a neuropathic

background, there may be a hereditary nature of stuttering and
of lef-frhandedness.

(3) Diseases of the central nervous system,

severe fright, traumatic shock due to injuries or to a surgi-

cal operation, severe illness or childhood diseased, rickets
and latent tetany may all be contributing causes of st^^merin^.
The laryngoapasm accompanying tetany in infancy may easily lead
to an establishment of "spasmodic speech" as a permanent feature

of the speech habits.

(

0)

Home environments of parental nag-

ging or over-emotionality may have fostered tendencies toward
moodiness, marked depression and unhappiness, and caused stammering.

Parental ex aeration or slight misbehavior on
the part of
the child, severe punishment, or threats of
isolation which
unduly terrify the child through £ lamination and horror
of

the unknown, frequently

f

:ive

rise to this speech ailment.

(9) Jtutteriiui seems to accompany the presence of enlarged

glands, such as hypertrophied tonsils and adenoids.

,

robably

an infiltration of toxic substances from them affects the

nerve

Q enters

la the br^in.

(10) liueh anomalies of the mouth,

nose and throat see, as hi^i-arched palate, malformed epiglottis, ana *>hort frannm, to be factors which favor the develop-

ment of

ii

vroper speech habits.

In these cases, it is prob-

ably the sensitivity of the subject to this wUMMitjf \:hich leads

to undue self-consciou3ness, rather than the anatomical pecu-

liarity unioh is responsible for the onset of speech disturbances.
B.

in tre:

££ Therapy

i-le^iod
t .ant.

be included.

of speech

— the

;

(1)

ingestion is the first factor

(2) Measures to reestablish se If-eonf ideace
(3) fftlfthmta should

must

be placed upon the purpose

ideas and intentions of the speaker— rather

than primarily upon elocutioiiary drills, outward manifest*"
tions, phonetics, or the repetition of speech sounds.

(4)

Af-

ter the habit of stuttering has become set, the cailin^ of at-

tention to

tilt

act and the forcing of the stutterex to repro1

duce his facial ^rimaees and concomitant muscle uoveiaents

voluntarily have been found to be very successful.
•

stiver s% C harles

A*

.a.uaea ;

(79) Theory ;

He 3et t orta no theory.

The fears of the hypersensitive child fi

7b

•social situations

and shyness.

vacillation

uay develop into a

MAM

Of inferiority

The resultant hesitation ana escape produces a
the soe iax instruaent of expression, which is

ox*

0 entured, written, or oral speech.

Accordingly this v-c il-

lation may manifest itself orally ia staooierin^.

.ufrW^

jg£ fhera,,:/.

2here should be a complete

(l)

aedicui exu.xinotion and study of the fnnllj his tor./.
u^ily hygiene of the sao^ect should so supervisee,

^2) The
(a)

Psy-

chological supervision, in which there should be OA atoeiapt

to unruvex the inferiority uaaplox should be included.
Talents, no matter how trivial to the subject «B*I be un-

covered una developed to the utuost as a means oi expression
"I Can t M should be

the I^o.
t..a

sub^ cc

t

M

f

I Can".

Aay worn

o, A

which

suummers should receive attention in order to

rind out why he feels that he has to stumble and to show him

that the word bothers him because he has a wron^ feeii.^ toward it, not because any more effort is needed to pronounce
it than any other,

lie

should .aiisper the word, then

oc^y

it

first in a soft tone and finally in a louder tone of voice,
-he love

in c

and the subconscious ou^ht to be explained in

as simple ter^s as possible.

drills

v*^

(4J

x'he

f .dot trea u^oncc in

x^i^ua^e of speeen siiould be 0 iven lyin^ sown, then

breath control should oe

sitting | and finally standing,

taught* and whispering, soft tone, inflection, normal tone,

and loud voice should be practiced.
tion, poems should be used,
son* s

11

.

In conscious articula-

or children, uobart L. Steven-

Child's Garden of Verses

r
'

are good* for olaer subjects,

}

poeaia with ^.ood rhytha

usea.

and uoa-excitinj subjects should be

The subjects ahoula read aloud u jre

have begun to overcome their difficulty.
spoken slowly and no effort
d9.

kifi&ififSU rikrii

Nft&t

^<~v*se:

B.

t .qVh,o~ ,oj[

a* (80) Theory

Therapy:

Sfet

deal after they

/ords should be

at Bpfftj
^

k

Jhe advanced no theory.

Ho cause was apparently

•••

A

.

dv..need.

proceeds on the principle

that the aajority of staler in^ children improve in reading
before

the.,

ia^i-ove in cv on taneous speech,

she explains this

as only ant step in the correction of stuaaerln^.

dards should be set up;
(b) for the

(1)

stan-

(a) for the reading of single ^ords

reading of sentences containing three or four

uurds, and (c) for the arbitrary phrasii^ of longer sentences,
usii^, natural pauses*

ten lessons
sound.

e*~ch,

The first three sets should contain

each lesson

bei^

a drill upon one vowel

The vowel sounus are to be u^v sloped in the follow-

i&g Older; a, e, i, o, u, ah, aw f oo, oi, ow.

should contain forty- four sentences,

o^o*.

of

read silently* visualized, pleased, and read

The last set

-..loud.

subject is to process at his own rate of speed.

select a partner to titam he
to

hi-.*.

(3)

The

3taiiimerer

laay

.-.aould

„•;».'.,.;.

read, and who in

(2) Bach

He should
turftj

should be .led to recognize

v^eeute an easy start in rea^-inj or speech.

be

reads
.aid to

The stacauerer

susuld be taught to produce lar^e, round | full vowel sounds
usin^ a pa.easln0 Vuice and keeping

'the pitv-h

low enough to

(5) The stauuerer should say ..hat he is ^oing
in
not be/ a hurryto say correctlyi i**^ -d-su

avoid tension.

^1

- 77 -

(6) He should use inflection which helps
him to relax.

(7)

Joining the

M aw

,

or

"•511
nH

to
t,ne fn-iw**.
™> tho
following noun or one lm-

pulse of the breath foils the tendency
to pause
articles instead of after the following
noun.

merer should be taught continuity of voice
speech.

Tie

(9)

tfl

fter those
(8) The stam-

reading and

should learn to phrase short, simple sen-

tenees, and then proceed to longer sentences.
the subject should be left to himself.

(10)

;

liy,

He should read the

sentence in a whisper in order to: (a) develop
muscle memory
of the sounds produced; (b) visualize each
picture presented
in the sentence, in order to phrase properly;
(«) assure him-

self that he has ;iven the sentence its proper
meaning; and
(d) develop auditory keenness.

90.

1

^S^fiw, L-

IfiUltafct

Theory:

They believed that

stammering is a psycho-neurosis based on a debility of the

nerves involved in the action of speech, whils each paroxysm
of stammering is induced by psychic stimuli.
A.

Cause :

3*

Method of Therapy :

No cause could be discovered.

There was no method of treatment

specified.

91

-

-wiftf i

..

-i

Iter B. (31) Theory :

lie

believes that stam-

mering is the result of visual central asthenia (faulty visual
imagery).

The trouble is located in or near the center of

sensory reception, somewhere in or near the cuneus, that de-

posits dsts from the eye.

Appelt,

liYed,

(His first theory was that all

St—aerinff and its Permanent Cure,

p. 24 ff.

sta^e.in^ is cau3,u
hiia

V

chilis,

in the magazine called

11

rick and fork of ikiltiiuo^e.
•

Qpfttftfe

CD

SittflMM

habit.

(2)

Inera was an article about

School Issues" f published by g*p*
It was entitled,

a

Mtf|

the Joob.")

imitation often results in a faulty

luiu^iaatioa vahieu brills about hast/ speech

finally leads to stuttering.

People woose iaeutai iua^es are

created at a terrific rate feci that words ~re too slow, that
lan^ua^e retards Ui&a*
b#

ti*od

*hcraov.

(1)

nrexthin^ exeroiae- will aid

in the development of breath control.

(2) The ataftiiurer ahouid

hold the voice on a single ,ausic~i note or tone dturiAg cue
prolonged expulsion or the breath-

(3) In addition to aold-

in^ tiiis note, he should pronounce a word.

(4) Then the stonw

merer should nolo the siu^e note througn the pronunciation of
a sentence or
tences*

...

stanza, ^radu^'I

proceeding to

Iftg^ttr

sen-

This exorcise develops the power of concentration

pr eparutoiv to holdinj a visual imu^e in mind during utterance.

(6}

.feci'

the stamaerer has developed enough concentra-

tion to warrant passing on to

alio

exorcise of deve^opin^ men-

tai lueses, instruction should be ^ivon with single

>vords.

This should proceed ^r*uualljf to the use of short llltm<l|
io;^ sentences, verse or prose, s^ort original stories, and
lon^i

pieces of do^-^tic liter- tire, until elaborate visuali-

zation processes have bean aevoxoped to tne uc^bu of
less coup is te elimination of Uie stammering naoat*
x^upted

su^estion should accompany those steps.

these exercises i3 to

caw

Sm

.-ore or

uuiut^MN*

oowect of

the attention from the tfords to be

pronounced to the notes hold in mind Pnd

'

f ter» wCIh,

to visual

pictures.
9 2«

IS232B> Lgvls g. (93) Tfceoggi

M

ffffipes*

Some sources 9t

He outlined
ill

I

mini

|

h^ii

theorv.
(i) the

reflex

which includes adenoids, enlarged tonsils. and defective teeth*
(2)

guynl

weakness censed by low muscular

ton**,

malnutrl-

tion, illness, overwork worry, deprivation of -fresh *ir and
f

insufficient exercise; psychical causes comprised of shock,
imitation,

norMd

i*ear,

gogical maltreatment.

hysteriatj (4) heredity* and (5) peda:;tammerin.f'

originating with peda.

c^l maltreatment may arise from ill-advised phonic drills and

other faulty methods employed in the teaching of elementary

rudlUg*

The child's attention called to the "how" of utter-

ance tends to produce "mouth consciousness", which interferes

with the

rooess that should function automatically,

the influence of a na ;rin*, srreastie teacher causes

ilso,
I

chlHd

to become timid when speaking.
B*

Method of Therapy:

tion should be learned*

(1)

Correct hrbit<* of respira-

(2) The treatment must bave for its

purpose a reeducation of the individual's speech habits

?

a

general upbuilding; of his physical health, and the improve-

ment of his mental condition.

(3) The subject must be ^"reed

from the morbid anxieties which have their seat in the sub-

conscious life.

(4) He should be taught to take a reasonable

attitude toward his defect and toward people.

(5) disagree-

able experiences which have been repressed and embedded in the

subconscious life should be uncovered and reconciled.

80

xin^x* tAtu-cifceb in tinging auouxu uo e^xoyeu,
together

CO;

e*ei-cises in repeating

tfl&fe

Iftuce aAvws,

tueae

sentences,

km seii-eoni'i-

oo reyiaoeu. by declamation.

(?) The

subject uiuat not u« periixitte^ to iail in unimportant otters
-

it can ou avoided*

*

d*e±i on oucvvido and lead
Ja *

^

*.^,^u

ox •fcfWMNTii&g ia

vous system iiiducea

hiab leau

*4iu uo

^or^et iai-uires.

^^iieveu

riMMl

an

(a) xhe instructor saould

uiui,

die iund*MIHlft2, cause

i'unetioniii^ of tne central ner-

ale iiix'iuence ot certain eiiiotiona

b,/

to respiratory uiaturoancea.

-de

arranged tne psy-

chic aanuiULOiis which bring about this abnormal action into

^vu^a.
X AU<i*i.oe,
fta

(1) euhjarraasi&enti uneasiness,

m4

and

1

lac*: ox

con-

excessive rabidity ol tnou*;ht, coupled with

ladillW to pr ounce the onou^ht with corresponding rap-

n.

xuere was a* specix'ie cause set Xortn.

u coxae I

tuod ux

no aeiiiilte uetiioa ox (xreutaent

j.^e±'ci.j,/ .

wuuld be uiscovcx'ed.
U4*

A*
tu

o^fcUMU

,.u«ui

bi

uuuju t

v

^.a^ox'./ ;

ho tneox'j

wu.s

u^u6 clear.

n^ ^ccxuent or iiicxuentf a cn^iu is induced

liuWiW* with

iuo

ax^u.

~rnest

ig,4/t>x.j i

his

resulting

iiox-ubxl

Croiii

speocii uy a conscious ex'xort.

the inter xerence attracts riuicule*

ohc uiixiu iikucea xuroner eilorts to avoid the riuieuie

iuiliif
tv^ectk

tuox*oughiy eoxivmces nixuseii that he ia unable

a & others no.

61

B.

ilothon

gj

-

successful uethod of treat-

AOS'

ment may bo employed.
3BafiOis

Lki &*

(W ^oo^

He balieves that

timmm*

ing ariaea from the luck of development of
a sufficiently

dominant gradient.

A*

Cfeusqsi

St*u«aerln^

my

result from; (1) brain in-

juries prior to, at and ttfeaaoffsat to birth, (2) physical
and
mental diseases, (3) prolcii&ed ei oticrail
.iteuent,
(4) ex-

4

haustion, (5) aaotional

rhocfc,

(f

)

fear, (?) c-.oeasive tim-

idity, (3) hypersensitivity, (C) faal&aga of infer ivrity*
(10) self -consc iouanea&, and (11) anxiety.
-fttftofr J°£

Therapy.

The general

.im

in the treatment

of the stamLierex- should be to establish and maintain in ham
tea

adequately lioalTvant speech ^-adient in the eon«ral narvuu3

systei.1.

factors.

Thie treatment is accomplished by a combination of
(1)

The staiaerer shoulG be put in excellent phy-

sical condition.

Freedom and abandon la -eneral bodily move-

ments and vigorous body tone should be cultiva ted*
s teenier or v*.st ta

taught to face

of his life situation.
in all uot»or leads.

IWrtljf aad

i..ahe

(2) The

IN

aoet

(3) Qne-sidednese should be developed

After the side to be selected and made

the leading one ia determined by a thorough study of the in-

dividual, every effort should be aade to establish its pri-

macy,

aaes which will tend to develop strength and skill in

the desired lea a ts&re&ity nay be iupimalted.

The subject

mast be regarded as an individual to whoa it is necessary to
sell something

(4) '/ritin^ end e^edai:^ exercises are

.

- 82 -

tettttflcttl*

(a)

The first period con si sts of free-hand draw*

on the blackboard.

in**

At this time, the subject should be-

come accustonea' to holding a pencil ir the lead hand «nd using

free, loo sc. ly~dir ec ted

firm

tMfl

emMB**

.

TbJ.3

period should last

to a weck 5 depending upon the a^e

da/fl

af thi individual,

c

nd process

(b) The second period should require writ-

lug the ftlphabwt and IMimtTftll rnd should last about a week*
C©3
,

The third period should consist of speskfceg and copying
w. ur.ly.

:1 .1,1',.

The 3ub<ect should be.rin by writ 4 nw ? each word

bftfore he qpegkfl and should go as fast as possible.

first v ;cek cr
c;

eh word

tvs

tvrc,

he need write only tho first letter of

it is spohen.

(d) Th rt Curtfe period should not

begin until the subject has be
In.

t:

.••
:

period

lie

the

**ter

-one

-\

facile ?.ead h^nd v/riter.

should be.^in to write the first letter of
Later, the subject

8 word) just as, or before, it i3 spoken.

should relate cn incident or tell i story, being careful to
write ths flr«t Iftttsr of every vrord as it is spoken*
the fifth

;-">

riod, after the individuals speech

(e) In

rn^v^s,

the

number of sounds with -/bich he has difficulty should be reduced.

This period should consist of

t&t first letter of only these •*srds

hvip

the subject write
souse difficulty*

flfe&stl

(5) "leneral speech exorcises In ordinary and interpret otive

reading, reciting, and singing, may be helpful.
ities inspire oenfidence rod
ing,

hoi-,

These activ-

to rsrove the fear

ond opersts to establish and sustain

?

QdC

speak-

do-ir.ant .pradient

»f excitation
06*

^/itx-or. r^vsin 1. -nd rr.thsnson £tle

£».

CST) ?beqrjf*

- 33 -

No theory was clearly defined.
A.

Pauses,:

Infective speech may arise from:

genital deafness! (2) amentia*

U)

(1) con-

brain injury} (4) anatomi-

cal or functional anomalies of the organs of
speech including paralysis of the tongue and facial muscles,
maloclusion
of the teeth, malposition of the jaw, obstructing
tonsils and

adenoids, cleft palate, and faulty or inadequate breathing}
and
(5) Negativism, a pathological stubbornness in behavior or in

the acquisition of
B.

anguage.

Method of Therapy*

helpful.

(1) General calisthenics are

(2) Breathing exercises should be practiced.

calization exercises with vowels are uecessary.

(4)

,

(3)

Vo-

xer-

cises should be given for the peripheral organ.; of speech.
A mirror should be used at the beginning of treatment, but as

progress and accuracy is achieved, it should be used less and
less,

(a)

Jaw movements should be practiced by holding the

mouth open and opening and closing the jaw by count,

(b) with

lips in the normal position of rela.cation and rest, the lips

should be turned in with pressure.
flate the cheeks then deflate
in soundiiig the letter "p H .

the. a

(d)

(e)The subject should in-

with explosive force as

For tongue movements the

mouth should be openeu with the teeth about three-quarters of
an inch apart.

The tongue should be extended straight for-

ward as far as possible and then returned to its natural position.

utilized.

Other similar Liovements of the tongue can also be
(5) Articulatory exercises and integrated speech

make use of the so-called continuants;

e, a,

oo, o, vocalized.
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jtopa;

Group

T-D-IJ.

1;

Each consonant should be practiced

in front of the continuants, as:

Te, Ta, Too, To, Ti| the con-

tinuants should be practiced first as:

eT, aT, ooT, oT, iT.

All of these combinations should be practiced about five times
each.

Then practice sentences should be built upon T-J-N,

and the rest jf the group 3 which are:
3:

F-V, Group 48

MM

Group ?:
97.

Ward ,
k*

S-lS-Thj Group 5:

Group 8:

P-B-H| Group

Sh-J-Ch} Group 6:

She advanced no theory.

Stammering is due primarily to:

Souses :

K-Gf,

H.

(38) Theory :

jkia

Group 2:

(1) a ner-

vous condition, (3) shock, and (3) imitation.
B*

H

^ ho &

SL BMPttP

U)

F or breathing exercises, the

stammerer should pi'onounce a vowel vAiile exhaling.

Singing or

pronouncing a crescendo—diminuendo is also beneficial.

Finally breathing in slowly, singing on a middle
sliding to high

rt

C w atiould be practiced.

is able to control his breath
siiio a

:~nd

(2)

W C"

and then

:han the subject

his voice sufficiently to

long vowel, he should sing "a w or

H o rt

on a tone that

suits him best or at as a low a pitch as he can comfortably
..ithout interrupting the steady tone of the vowel he

manage.

should bria^ his lips together so.uewh^t loosely as,

Ha—"j

"o

—

o—wO. M

M

a—Ma—

The subject should concentrate on keeping

the vowel tone steady and not pay: ouch attention to the consonant.

(3) The same exercise shoula be practiced with "F".

The subject should practice the consonants very gently at
first, with very slight interruptions in the voice, and ar-

ticulating them as lightly as possible. (Sample,

"a—Fa—Fa. M )
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(4) If the subject finds himself unable to bejln

word with

an initial vowel, he shoulu inhale and then pronounce
each

initial vowel with a

Hi

He

j

j

Hu

W H"

.«)

in front of it.

(Example, "Ha

;

The amount of respiration should be

gradually reduced until the normal initial vowel is reached.
(6) If the subject finds it difficult to pronounce words be-

ginning with semi-vowels "w" and
practice
I

H

u

mrmtUm

or?*

W J"

for "was," and l
r

as in "yes," he should
e9»

the speed of the gl&l&i

f or

w yes M

(6) as soon

,

gradually

as the sub-

ject can sing any combination of vowels and consonants, the
intoninj should be discontinued and an exaggerated drawling

speech 3hould be substituted.

He should be^in to use v/ords

in a drawling tone, gradually replacing the drawl by a more

normal manner of speech.
Ward, navilla

93.

(89) Theory :

She

apyaynHjf

set forth

no theory.
A»

Causes :

She believed stuttering to originate in:

and
(1) a

physical defect (or«^anic),/ (2) an emotional condition

(functional).

B»

.iethod of Therapy *

(1)

From five to ten

tiffift

thing

exercises should be used and on exhalation the subject should

say

"all".

(2) To Echieve relaxation, the stutterer should

imagine that he is a tree, swaying in the wind.

relaxed state, he siiould be ashed questions.

Jhen in a

(3) needing of

poetry or nursery rhymes, then prose, and finally conversation are beneficial.

(4) Mental and physical hygiene talks

should aim at encouraging the subject to develop

any"

talent

- 86 «

he

have, if he has an inferiority complex.

iuay

99-

M arren,£.

3gwar£ (90) Theory :

He believed that organic

defects or diseases do not cause stamper ingj rather, it originates in a weakness of the nervous system from in-egul&r ac-

tion of the nerves.

The fear of stammering finally causes

a person to staoner.

He believed that the habit would become

difficult to eradicate even after the mental cause was removed.

No specific cause could be discovered.

A.

Cause:

B.

HaiM| 3&

Theraov;

(1) Physical hygiene is necessary.

(2) He advised his subjects when they wished to speak to place

themselves in an easy and natural position, to keep their

mouths well open, to obtain command of the voice, to avoid
false motions of the tongue and lips, to read aloud for two or
three hours daily, and to practice before a mirror for the ar-

ticulation of elementary sounds.
100.

..edber^ Conrad £• (91) ffieory ?

tering arisen

fro-i

He believe 3 that stut-

emotional conflicts growing out of dis-

tressing experiences in childhood.
A.

Cause s

3.

Method of Therapy:

No cause was advanced.
(1) The adult stutterer must,

by

auto-su^estion, interpret the conditions under which the stuttering developed and dismiss the unfavorable attitudes as

childish mnd untenable.

Childish fears are uprooted by re-

viving all of the emotional attitudes which grow out of the unfortunate experiences.

(2) He must construct new patterns of

emotional living together with a new personality of composure

and self-confidence*

(3) He must learn to speak without

stuttering by utilizing the "fluent ps.ttem" , a weans of
relaxation ana auto-suggestion.
101.

/..obert (92)

Theory ;

There was no theory cle/xly

defined.

A*
(1)

Causes;

He believes the causes of staaaaring to be;

Heredity | (2) a different mtabollc mechanism froa

|fca% of

the normal speaker $ resulting in poor mental hygiene* (3) fear}
(4) eabaiYaosaentj

(5) hysteria $

(6) hypochrondria* and

(?) anxiety neurosis.

3*

WtD&A

flE

Therapy

cises should be given.

(1) Relaxation

;

(2)

and gymnastic exer-

Everything possible should be done

to prevent the child from becoming morbid about his failure of
speech.

Svery therapeutic measure that is undertaken should

be so administered that the secondary phase of stuttering will

bi avoided and psycho-neurosis forestalled.
yilliaiae « £i Claudia (93) Theory;

102.

No theory was made

clear.
-u.se;

B»
(8)

BBBMtf

She did not aake clear any definite cause.
J2£

Therapy

;

(1)

Relaxation is necessary.

Breath control exercises are also essential*

(3)

stutterer should first memorize one or two lines of
and then recite the lir>es
ture.

yjhile

a

The

poem

concentrating on a mental pic-

The aim is to build up the subject's ?e If- confidence

in each succeeding lesson.

practice holding one or

:aore

(4) Later, the stutterer should

pictures over a learned stanza,

and finally, over a whole poem.

(5) There should follow the

holding of a picture over a fable or a short 3tory told in his

33

own words.
103.

41son, ilesslg

vj{.

(94) Theory:

Ho definite theory could

be clearly recognized.

SgHW

A-«

Shock, (2) fright, and (3) mimicry may

<3 >

result in stuttering.
3f

l&Ifcifl

$t

UMBSP

<D

To elininate the element of

fear, the stutterer should be taught that the speech muscles
fire

voluntary

and that the nerve force which is di-

noise les,

rected to the speech iwscles n&y be voluntarily controlled.
(2) The stutterer should learn that speech is easy, needing

little atrength| little breith, little energy, and little

movement.

The instructor can show him the proper novemants,

by usin 0 the correct amount of energy to do just the movement
~

at first,

i^rill

will teach the stutterer to

the correct

amount of enerjy needed for e*ch riovement, for various words,
for .sentences, for reading , and for speak iri-;.

(3) He should

also practice self-control of speech until it becones a habit.
104.

Wyllie «

M

^Tohn

Causes ;

(2) imitation,

.

(95) Theor;/:

He outlined no theory.

(1) Delayed action of the oral Liechanisn,

(3) neuropathic inheritance,

(4) sudden and

violent fright, and (5) inheritance, may ^ive rise to stammering.
3ot:iod of Therapy t

(1)

The st^ imerer should acquire

an accurate fcnowledje of the individual letter sounds which
comprises speech through the physiolc^ical alphabet.
vowels are: a, e,

i,

Th (as in "then"), S,

The

o, u} the voiceless coneonants, P, F,
C>h,

T, K, Bf and the voiced oral con-

sonants; B, i9 V, Th (as in "thine"), D, L, R, G, Y. and the

.

voiced naeai resonants,

N,

,.,

A li or uu>se consonants

should be dwelt upon iightry.

(2) ,irst of all, tlx© instruc-

tor should iiupreaa upon the suoject tne srurre or
the violin
player, and snow niu tn-t it is hiar bow hand, or
mhiT hia
larynx, that is at fault, and to&t he iauat therefore
^uy no

attention U> uis mouth, Out attend to nis voice ana tp**k
always in a iull ana resonant natural tone.

(3)

should read aloud for at oeast ten minutes every

rhe subject
laornriig.

he ifamM be^iu artn poetry and then as his reuuin* improves,
take to pro as •
oe

ftttii

If he saould

for niui to

possess a musrcai ear, it would

iWtier cultivate nis voice la aoa^ and

learn to re.id muaie at sliat-

(3) siheu there

j.s

a teaaency on

the part or the patient to attempt speecn irou an empty chest,

ne aaouru oe instructed to fill the cnest oy inspiration at

suitable intervals,

(o) in aim cases of a nervous coadition,

everything should be done to raise the nervous tone and improve the general condition oi the stamuerer.
^flfeiviii
oi*

and uenaardt

1

'

theory s

rhey uelieved the cause

atamtaeriu^ to be a lack or confide^ca and sell' -control.

A.

wause ;

^tnod

j«o

specific cause couiu. b« discovered.

ox Thar soy ;

They set forth no method of treat-

ment.
106.

iearsl/ and Jrard^"

Theory ;

They believed that certain

malfoi^aations of tae tons! la and of the uvula couia

MUM

im-

pe^i^mnta oi speech.
^•.ippelt,

lfred, otaqtaeriu;. &nd.

i£s.

Permanent Cu£§» p. 24 ff

90

A.

SflMttH

B.

^V-vK-j

TLGy advanced

j£

BMWPi

.10

definite cause.

tSMf -clvioed cutting the tonsils

and uvula.
We now have a more or less general resume of the dif-

ferent causes and methods of correction of starring, as they
have been formulated and applied down throu^ the centuries.
£>ven in this era of specialization, we still

retain some of

the fundamental ideas that were created in the thinking of
the earlier pioneers in the field.

However, they are extremely

altered in many instances because more scientific psychological investigations are being conducted in this field and are

resulting in the discovery of further knowledge about the phenomenon.

Weaving through and underlying these theories, however,

are certain elements, principles, and ideas coianon to all.

They may be susamarizea under causes, and methods of therapy.
A*

pauses;

(1)

Incoordination between the brain and the

muscles and organs of speech.
tion for correct speech.

from external sources.

(2) Lack of the proper iuea-

Bad habits of speech, arising

(3)

(4) The element of fear being con-

ditioned by repeated failures in attempting to express one*s
self in the desired manner.

(5) Varying degrees of emotional

disturbances of the central nervous system.

(6) The immedi-

ate environment of the individual, as a precipitating factor.
(7)

General physical weakness.

speech organs.

(8)

Lack of control over the

81

ny one, or a combination of these elements is usually
considered as being sufficient to facilitate the development
of stammer ing.

Though there is no apex-rent agreement in any

of the theories that have been promul

\..ted

as possible ex-

planations of why and how stammering arises, close analysis

will reveal these common elements underlying (and diffusing
through) all of them.

These common elements, however, are

not interpreted in the same manner.

they

The conditions which

rise to rather than the underlying principles and

r;ive

ideas themselves

ai'e

advanced as the potential causes of stam-

mering.
Nor have these conditions appeared the same to individ-

uals who have analyzed them under similar or different circumstances.

There have come into existence many different

theories, all of them attempting to define the causes of

stammering.

Method of Therapy:

B.

hygiene.

(3)

(1)

Physical hygiene.

(2)

Mental

The reestablishrient of coordination between the

brain and the muscles and organs of speech.

(4) The building

up of the proper attitude toward speech, society, and the environment.

(5) Relaxation.

(6) The bringing of all tics and

accessory movements under control prior to eventual eradication.

(7) The

reduction of emotional tension.

(8) Control of

the organs of speech.

Though the different theories that we have reviewed do

not agree as to just what constitutes the best method of correcting stammering, all of them have similar principles.

92

These are the basic funaamentuls that should
be employed in
the treatment of stammering, to enable the
stammerer to readjust himself to acquire correct speech. Different
avenues
of approach and interpretation have been utilized
in an ef-

fort to arrive at successful methods of treatment.

Importance

should not be attached so much to the different forms of exercises that one must practice in order to overcome their disorder as to the principles behina these exercises.

The problem of this thesis is to evaluate
the Junlap
method or the treatiaent of stuttering. Specifically,
the outstanding feature of this method ia that the
stutterer should
practice tne habit of stuttering in a voluntary
controlled

warmer, in the same way as he stutters involuntarily,
more,

further-

the practicing should occur under the conditions of

thought

tart

uesire appropriate to the destruction of the habit.

Duniap empnasizes the fact that the stutterer should be
made to understand tnat, in his daily Uftl, he should not at-

tempt to avoid stuttering under any circumstances, but should
let his speech proceed in the usual manner, even though he may

experience difficulty in speaking.

iAinlap maintains tiiat this

step is necessary, for any effort to avoid the speech aei'ect

tends to fix the stuttering habit.

The subject shouiu be

taught that stuttering, when practiced according to iuatructious, is not defective speech, but rather that it is a nec-

essary accomplishment for the alleviation of his disorder.

Duniap stresses the fact that all

s

tutterers who are apply-

ing his method of therapy should do so without any inhibitions, doubts, or qualms.

The underlying principle of this method of treatment is

that anyone wno deliberately practices a bad habit that he is

trying to avoid, is practicing a form of punishment,

since

tnere is a decree of emotion accompany iiig every form of punishment, the stutterer experiences this emotion when he begins
to practice stuttering.

ccordingly, by a process of

94

experimental extinction, the stutterer automatically
overcomes
his habit after enough practice because of the fact
that
stut-

tering, since it is now a form of punishment, no longer
con-

tinues to arouse the emotion that is conducive to further
stuttering.

The result is, that since there is no reinforce-

ment (the emotion) giving rise to a response (stuttering) the
habit is .gradually dissipated, and the stutterer acquires

correct speech.

The subjects in this experiment were four

at Massachusetts State College.

utile

students

The firth refers to 3. h.

who dropped out after two weeks of practice.

They were af-

flicted with varying degrees of stammering.

The first subject, James H. -.oherty is nineteen years
of
age

aiia is

a first year student at the Massachusetts otate Col-

lege otockbridge iichool.

He began to stutter between the

ages of ten and twelve ye^rs, and during this time had treat-

ment from

iJTm

Anderson at Harvard University.

The periou of

treatment was of short duration, and so of course, Joherty

did not notice any improvement in his speech.
He experiences difficulty when trying to imitate persons,

but he can imitate animals without stamiaering.

He can sing

without any difficulty, but while reading, he stammers somewhat.

He has no difficulty in conversing if there is only

one person listening.

He cannot recite without stammering,

while narrating, he stammers slightly,

anile speaking, he

evidences tics and accessory motions of the face ana body.

His parents ignore his disorder and hope that some day
it will be corrected.

There are no other members of tne

family who are afflicted with a speech disorder.

Oulj a

cousin on his mother's side of the family has an impediment
of speech.

The second subject, Maurice weatherman, is twenty-one

years of a&e.

He is a Junior and comes from a Jewish family.

He began to stammer when he was about ten years of age.

According to Feathenaan, his ailment arose as
a result of some
friction or trouble in the family. At this time
or before he
came to college, he was treated for his disorder
by one

of the

teachers in the Boston stammering School,

although this treat-

lasted about a year and a half, he noticed no
improvement in
his soeech.
St

Mr. Weatherman experiences a little difficulty when
imi-

tating but does not stammer at all when singing,

nov/ever,

while reading, conversing, reciting and liarr^ting,

rather badly

lie

staiaaera

Accompanying his stammering are a number of tics

and accessory motions of the face and body of which he is ap-

parently unconscious.

He also fears talking to a group of

people who are not stammerers*
ilia

parents are sympathetic and cooperative

v,lth him.

There are no other members of the family afflicted with a
speech u is order.
The third subject, Harvey Fran, is nineteen years of a
He is a sophomore, and also comes from a Jewish family.

,e.

He

began to stammer when he was about eleven years of age and
has no idea as to how he mi^ht have started.

During this time

he wee treated for his speech disorder by a medical doctor in
ore ester.

He was told to talk the best he could, and that

eventually, he would outw i*o \, it.

He experiences a little difficulty when imitating, but
does not stamper at all when he is singing.
to read, however, his speech is extremely bad.

hen he attempts
Ih&lfl

con-

versing, reciting, and narrating, he experiences a certain
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amount of difficulty.

He also fears speaking in front of
an

audience.

Accompanying his stammering are a number of
tics
and accessory motions of the face and body.

His parents attempt to help him when he has
difficulty
in speaking. There are no other members of the
family
af-

flicted with a disoruer of speech.

The fourth subject, ddgar s. Be.-umont, is twenty-two
years of age.
family.

He is a oenior, and comes from an inglish

be^:;n to st^iacr

fro

i

the tin*

fcg

fetjpB t*

u..uLu

9

which was about two and a half years of age, and he believes

that it might have arisen from imitating some other person
with a speech disorder.
,.hile

he was a sophomore in college, he had treatment

under Mr. Samuel D. Robbins, of the ;3oston .stammering school.
He believes that there was some improvement shown in his

speech, but thinks that there could have been more had he

kept on practicing.
He experiences very little difficulty when iuitating and

does not stammer at all when sinking.

He can control his

speech to a certain extent while reading, but when conversing

reciting, relating, and narrating, he stammers a great deal.

He also fears talking to a group.

*cco.ap -.nying

his stammer-

ing are a number of tics and accessory motions of the face
and body.

His parents have tried and are still trying to help him

jet treatment that will enable him to overcome his disorder.
There are no other members of the family afflicted with a

08

disorder of speech.
Materialpi

BBMilH
iaent

sentences:

For the beginning period of treat-

social sentences were prepared as nearly as possible

in the style of the subject 1 a language.

They were baaed on

the different consonanta that the subjects evidenced diffi-

culty in pronouncing and were used exclusively for a part of

the experiment.

Dunlap emphasizes the fact that practice sen-

tences should be used exclusively during the early period of
treatment, in order that the stausnerer may learn to

staiisaer

properly on the consonants which he finds difficult to pronounce*

The following are the practice sentences.
Sentences based on consonant "B"
1.

2.

Ben batted the baseball with the bat.
The boys begged the ball-player to bat them
the ball.

3.

4.
5.

The ball bounced out of bounds while the boys
were playing basketball.
The boatman beached his boat on the beach.
The busman backed the bus into the barn.

sentences baseu. on consonant
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

WCM

(hard) or "K*

Carl cooked the cabbage and canned the corn.
Katie came in her cute costume.
The commentator commenced to commentate on
the coiauerce of the country.
The Kiel Canal carries the commerce of the
country.
The calipers cooked the cod over the campflre
oentences based on consonant "F*

1.

2*

Fanny fannea the flames and fried the fish.
Fire-fighters fight with fury to forestall a
fire.
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3.
4.

5.

The fish flicked its fin and floated in the

foam*
The flowers flattened their blossoms against
the fence.
The farmer found the foal and fled to the farm.

sentences based on consonant "H M
1.

2.

3.
4.

b»

The hungry hunter ate some honey while hunting
a hyena*
The hurricane hurleu the house to a huge height.
Harry hummed a hymn \rfiile hewing a hu^e tree.
Henry and the herdsman herded the horses off
the highway.
The Hindu and hireling went to Hindustan to
hire a house.
Sentences based on consonant "J *
1

1.

2.
a.
4.

5.

The journalist journeyed to Jerusalem to join
the other journalists.
The jailer jailed the juvenile in the jail,
The jury was jubilant with the judgment that
the judge had made.
The jovial juci^e was jubilant over the joyfulness of the juvenile.
The jocund jailer was jovial at the judge and
the jury.

Sentences based on consonant
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

W L*

Lillian lit the lamps in the living-room.
The lake looked lovely in the light from the
land.
The land owned by the land-owner 3 was laid
out in larje lots.
The lady left the little lad and lit the lamp.
The land-lord took the land-o\siers to see the
lovely landscape.

oentences based on consonant "M"
1-

2.
3.

4.
5.

Mary made the maple sugar for her mother.
maude marked the mistakes that tiartha made.
tiary and her mother missed a meeting with a
misanthrope.
The musician made a modulation in a merry
medley.
The Mogul made a mat of mohair that he marketed to the iiohammedan.
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entence3 based on consonant
1.
2.

3.
4.

"If"

The newsman needs news for hie newspaper.
Ned and Nan noticed the newsman reading
the
news*
Nan took a needful nap at noon.
Nan and her niece noticed a nasturtiun in
-November.

5.

nam

The
tor narrated a narrative to the Norwegians.
Sentences based on consonant

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

2.

3.
4.
5*

popper.
Palia Beach is a place for people who come
to play.
Playful people like to play with others and
be p leased*

2.

3.
4.
5.

noH

The Quakers quaked at the sight.
The queen uarreled over the quantity of
quinine*
The Quakers played a quiet game of quoits.
A quiz and a questionnaire are composed of
a number of questions.
The queen sent a questionnaire to ascertain the
number of quotable quotations that could be
quoted.
sentences based on consonant

1»

PW

The Pied Piper played his pipe.
Peter played a piece on the pijao.
The prince popped a peck of pop corn on a

entences based on consonant
1.

H

f,

Rw

Hay ran into a ram on the road.
reason raises the mind to the realm of rationalism which is refreshing to a race.
Hover raised his head from the rug to rejoice with :cay.
A riveter riveted, raising his voice above
the roar of the rivets.
The rain ran in rivulets down the ravine.
Sentences based on consonant

n

Sw

1.

^anaoy saw a sack of stones.

2.
3.

bhe slid down the hill on a sled.
A steep slippery slope makes speedy skiing
and sliding.
A sailboat sank in the stormy sea after
striking a snag.

4.

••

•
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5.

Stewart sang a song simply siiiy and sorrow«
ru jl

Sentences based on consonant "T*
1.

2.

3.

4.
6.

Tom took the toys to the tot.
Teddy took a taste of the tarts and toddled
to the table.
lad took the train to the temple where he

taught tentatively.
The Titan took the task of trundling the
trunks.
The Tahitian took a trip to the tailor.
Sentences based on consonant

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The tarts tasteu good to the tots.
The twins took a trip to Tangier s on a
talker
The tornado tore a hole in the tent.
Teiinis is a tirin^ jama for the tender.
Telltale tactics of the tattler told in the
tales he tried to tell.
:entence3 based on consonant

1.

2.
3.
4.

6.

waiter wound his watch.
The warden worked his wards
The woman waved her wand at
The workman went to work in
workhouse.
The workman whistled to the
wharf.

2.
3.

n W*

in a workhouse.
the passing wagon.
the warmth of the

workers on the

Sentences based on consonant
1.

"T**

f,

WH n

The wheat was wheeled to the wharf •
The whale whirled in the whirlpool against
the wharf
The whippet whimpered and whirled \foere he was
tied.

4*
5.

The whippoorwili whistled while it whirled in
the whirlwind.
The wheelwright whispered with a wheeze and a
whistle
sentences based on consonant

1.

2.

W CLW

Claude clung to a cleft while climbing up a
cliff.
The clerk clothed the clown who came in to
be clothed.
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3.

The^lambake was held in the clover

4.

The clever clairvoyant collected a
claim from hia
clients for his clairvoyance.
Clem and his classmates playeu the
classics
on their clarinets.

5.

Sentences based on consonant "5T
1.

or.

top or a

tt

The stammerer stammered when he started
to
stiite a 3tanza.

2.

3.

4.
5.

The steamer steamed through the stormy
straits
under i\x 11 steam, towing a scow.
The stowaway stole stealthily from the steamer,
and found himself in a strange country, in
dire straits.
The steed, standing la the stall, w^s a stately stallion.
The steeple-jack started up the steeple which
was swaying in the storm.

h3,Xr-^ ii£aiSfi-

To enable the raters to determine the

degree of each of the subjects disorder as well as to have
some scale of measuring any possible progress, rating scales

were devised.

The original rating scale is divided into two sections.
The first section determines the de,;ree of stammering to-

gether with the decree of emotion accompanying the stammering, in conversation and reading.

Any tics or accessory mo-

tions that the subject may demonstrate while conversing and

reading are also rated.
In the second section, the difficult consonants and vow-

els that the stammerer may evidence difficulty in pronouncing
in conversation and reading are checked.
Jfter using this scale for rating four of the subjects,

it was found to be a little unwieldly and rather difficult to

score.

Accordingly, a revised rating scale was made.

The revised rating scale is also composed of two sections. The first section is devoteu to reading. In this
part,
the degree of stammering, the decree of emotion accompanying
the stammering, all tics and accessor/ motions that the in-

dividual may exhibit, and the number of difficult consonants

and vowels on which the subject stammers while reading the
easy

raid

difficult passages are rated under the heading,

Heading.

The second part of the scale is devoted to conversation,
and the same functions are rated in this section.

In the

original rating scale, reading and conversation were rated
together} in the revised one, they are separated.

The revised

scale gives clearer indication as to just how each staiumerer

reacts to reading and to conversation.

The results secured

from this type of rating scale, therefore, tend to be more accurate than the early system.

Hating scales were necessary in this experiment to determine the degree of stuttering exhibited by the different
subjects.

Time was another factor in determining the means

employed in rating the subjects.
capable of measuring a subject 1

s

Jome device that would be
disorder and the degree of

improvement shown had to be formulated rapidly.

Rating scales

offered the only solution.
;

a ting scales have some disadvantage, however.

ielng

the subjective ratings of a group of judges, they are not of

highest reliability.

Furthermore, in order to secui-e most re-

liable results with rating scales there should be as large a
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number of raters as possible.
tion

ft*

The "halo" effect, the situa-

which a rater is consciously or unconsciously
influ-

enced by the subject previously rated, also detracts
from the
reliability of this system. One unknowingly reads into
the
subject he is rating characteristics or mannerisms that
;vere
evidenced by the previous subject.

There are other better and more accurate methods, to be
sure, of rating the decree of & stammerer s disorder.
1

One is

motion pictures of the stauimerers as they speak, with sound
attachment to record their voices.

was

-.ot

..ince

necessary apparatus

available in the laboratory, this method coula not be

utilized in this experiment.

The original and the revised rating scales are below.

MUM
1.

.>ub j ec t

<2.

i.eadiiij

3.

4.

.

.

»a

£2£

^v

KUMi

j-y

_

te

,ate r

If the subject stutters while in general conversation, check the number which you think, best represents the
decree of his stuttering* (1. indicates practically uo stuttering; 10 indicates an extreme degree of stuttering.)
1.

0123456739

10

Indicate the decree of emotion in the same way.

0123456739

10

If the subject stutters while reading, ciieck the nu:.iber which you think best represents the decree of his stut2.

tering.

0123456789

10
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Does the subject evidence any decree of emotion
in Heading? Check the appropriate number •

A.

0123456739

10

Does this condition occur when 1. ( ) Beginning
Heading; 2* ( ) During progress of Reading
3* ( ) ..fter Reading is ended; 4. ( ) Throu hout the whole .ieadin; tost.

B*

>oes the Subject shov/ any evidence of Tics, or accessory Liotions of any kind, either uurin^ conversation or
reauin^'Y

3.

A*

In situations where he experiences difficulty in
pronouncing words, syllables, or consonants.
X ) fes (of what nature)
) mo
(

B*

situations where he does not e
difficulty in speaking*
(
) ¥es (of what nature)
Iix

:

A

;erience uny
(

Consonant and Vowgl Charts

)

No

(page 2)

Check Below * as accurately as you can, the consonant
or consonants, on which the Subject stutters while in reading
and while in conversation*
1*

MMMil

£&ft

N mv

I
(

t

(

(

)

(

)

j *

centals

Sibilants

(

(

)

1

)

r

(

)

n

)

c (hard)

(

)

th

(

)

i

)

Check Below, as accurately as you can, the
i.onaonanU o
uich the subject stutters*
2*

(

)
)

)
)
)

)
)

3L
SM
SN
SK
5T
SW
3P

(

)

(

)

BL
BR

(

)

(

)

CH
CL

(

)

CR

(

)

(

)

BR

(

)

(

)

(

)

OL
ON
OR

(

)

PL

(

)

PR

(

)

c (soft)

.youble

TR
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3 * £hgck Belorn the Vowels on which the Subject
evidences difficulty (of any de^ee) and frequency or
stutter
*
ing in uttering,
(

)

a

(

)

(

)

e

(

)

(

)

(

)

o

(

)

u

ill

AH
AW
00

Jte BaltlM ^^e;
HayiiS Scales for subjects .
1.

Subject

,

.

jjirectioi^ ;
Observe £§.
carefully as possible

.

Bate
•«

during Conversation and
Reading, and Check*
1. Decree of iiaotion
and ^tutteriiig. 2* Any
Tics or Accessory Motions manifested.
3*
write down the Vowels and Consonants in
the appropriate column,
each time the Subject
may havu difficulty in
pronouncing, and the
frequency of difficulty for each.

ater

flWifirifntlTr
1.

If the subject stutters and shows emotion while in

general conversation, check the number which you think best
represents the degree of stuttering and emotion*
A*

De,jree,

of

>tutter fr\g

0123456789

10

B.

Decree of

ifootfion

0123456789

10

down in your own words, la space provided for
purpose, any possible Tics or Accessory motions, that the subject may manifest:
2»

vi'ite
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**

5?_^ es?
:inded

(

take Place, At

Mm

(

)

^inn^

Conversation
;>hm Conversation i§

(

)

)

rxto down the Vowels and Conaonanfo beginning with
3.
each of the letters in the Table below, upon which the^„ubject iuay have difficulty in .ronounciiig, and the frequency of
difficulty for each consonant and vowel.

A ,B

(

C>

D E F G H I J K L M N Q P.Q.R.S.T-U V ,»,X.IZ

Heading :

(page 2)

If the Subject stutters and shows emotion while reading, check the nm ber which you think best represents the de1.

gree of stuttering and emotion.
A*

Degree of B>iiWBtW8

0123456789

10

3-

Pe^eo

of

lotion

012345678910

down la your own words in the space provided,
any possible xica or Accessory motions, the Subject aay aanifesti
2.

.vrite

A.

Do these take place at, Be^lnniaa .eadini-g
During heading ( ) After Heading j^g .feded
;

(

)

(

)

write in the Vowels and Consonants In the Tables provided, upon which the Subject raay have difficulty in pronouncing, and the frequency of difficulty for each.
3.
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Difficult needing :

l

eading!

A.B,C.,D, g.;,0,H.I.J.K,L.MJ.O,P,-l.R,S T U.V-W
Xtf.Z
:

fi.ff.a4fe jiqssa^es,:

In order to have standard reading

passages on which the subjects could be rated at the beginning

and end of the experiment, two passages, one "difficult
one "easy" were selected.

1

*

and

The decree of difficulty is deter-

mined by the manner in which the difficult consonants are
used in complicated or easy syntax.

The passages are as fol-

lows:
Difficult, i.eadinfl

"as examples of imaginary concepts, Kant cites

clairvoyance and telepathy, "the possibility of which has

nothing to rest on oecause it is not founded on experience and
its known laws

1

.

Without such foundations, imaginary con-

cepts "are and can only be arbitrary combinations of thought
which, though they contain nothing contradictory in themselves,

have no claim to objective reality," or even to objective
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possibility.

To assert objective reality of a phenomenon, the phenomenon must be perceptible as -well as conceivable, since
"perception, which supplies the .material of a concept, is the

only characteristic of reality."

At the same time, reality

may be attributed to things as yet unperceived, provided
these possible perceptions "haa^ together with

mm

other

perceptions according to the principles of their empirical
connection."

with

/or example, since experience, as contrasted

mere higgledy-piggledy Rhapsody of perceptions," must

hang together according to the categories of substance and

Ml

accident, causality, reciprocity, etc., we

assert that

any present phenomenon has its cause in soue other phenomenon
v.-hether or

ceived*

not that other phenomenon be perceived or unper-

do, too, we can be sure that it will have a per*

ceptible effect, whether or not that effect
observation.

alls under our

'urtharmore , we can rest assured that those un-

perceived causes and effects will, like perceived ones, be
substances possessed of accidents*

that on the other side of the moon,
reiil, or in other word3,

Or a^ain, we can be sure
Aixcii

we never perceive,

perceptible, features co-exist in

reciprocal communion as they do on the side presented to our
view*"
P«a3V ?ass a:ce:

"The question as to who aay vote for the House of
Commons, has been, during the nineteenth century, the prin-

cipal point of what was called "reform" psr excellence.

A
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beginning was made in the Act of 1332,

iihen

Parliament, after

Umg

hesitation in the peopled mind and even
a close approach
to bloodshed, finally dared to touch
the ark of the covenant.
For four hundred years, • sufficient
definition or suffrage
has been the "forty shilling" freeholdersThose only mi : ht
vote who owned land that was worth forty
shillings a year,

net.

The forty shillings had been set in the fifteenth
century, and
the decline in the value of money had jradually
turned this
once considerable sum, into an apparently sli^t,
ridiculously
sli-ht, property .qualification.

But if the sum

mm

small, the

requirement of ownership bulked enormously, more and
strictively.

.lore

In so closely congested a population as

re-

gland's,

ownership of land in the strict legal sense, tends to I all into few hands.

If those only who owned land could vote, then,

even though the amount were only forty shillings a year, the

net result was a highly aristocratic sufiraje.
it is true, the boroujh suffrage, that is, the

There

ri^t

v,as

also,

to vote

in the presumably urban areas, designated as borcu^hs, which

was not uniform, but varied with the constitution of the borough.

In some boroughs, for instance,

//estminister, the rijht

to vote was so widely shared, as to constitute a fair testing

or the will of the community.

In many other boroughs, however-

the ri ;ht to vote was allotted according to some principle,

which may have had reason in it, in tho "Tiddle

A-jes,

but by the

nineteenth century had become capricious and sometimes ridiculous in its effect*

Furthermore , the industrial revolution

had brought about an immense current of internal migration,

- Ill -

the crowding of some areas, the depopulation of others.

Two

raembars of Parliament might be elected by a constituency

which now comprised no morethan the half-aozen tenants of
one land-lord."
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Four of the subjects were tested or rated on
March 4,
1333 before treatment was begun. They were J. Doner
ty,

Featherman, H. Fram, and S.

,osen.

the unrevised rating scale was used.

?or this initial rating,
The group or raters

consisted of two members of the Massachusetts state College
departraent of Psychology— one faculty neiaber of the depart-

ment of Education, one member of the faculty from the Knglish
department* and two graduate students in the Psychology department*

All were familiar with rating techniques.

The subjects were tested individually*

Prior to rating

the subjects, the raters were reminaed orally to observe each
subject

M

closely as possible and to rate them on the speci-

fic items in the rating*

For the initial rating, the subjects sat down facing the
raters.

To determine the nature of each of their disorders,

they were questioned by the writer concerning their name, a^e,
home, present status in college, any previous treatment for

their stammering, and the attitude of their parents and teachers towara their disorders.

The raters were then ^iven an

opportunity to question each subject concerning any matter

they desired.
j.n

order that the degree to which each subject stammered

might be aetermined, each was given two printed pages to read
aloud,

one was the difficult passage, and the other was the

easy reading.

In both of these passages, the subjects were

rated on tne same items as they were for conversation.
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The fifth subject,

ft*

Beaumont, was tested "arch 3, 1938.

The same group of raters, with one exception, graded him on
the nature and degree of his impediment of speech.

procedure for conversation and reading

v/as

The same

applied.

The re-

vised rating scale was used in this case.

For the periods of treatment following the initial test,
J« Doherty had lessons every week on Tuesdays and Thursdays

from 3:46—4 ;45 P.M.*

II.

Weatherman on Mondays from 4:00—

4*30 P.M., Thursdays from 10:00

4:00—6:00

P.M.

}

— 11:00

A.IU, ami Fridays from

H. Fram on Wednesdays from

and Saturdays from 10:00—11:15 A.M.

5

2:00—3:00 P.M. j

S. Rosea on

Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1:00—1:30 P.M.

5

ondays,

and E. Beaumont

—3:30 P.M.

on Monday i from 4:30—5:00 P.M., Tuesdays from 3:00

and on Thursdays from 4:30

—5:00 P.M.

Prior to the beginning of treatment, the subject? were

given the following typed instructions to read very carefully

and to keep in their possession:
"Before beginning this period of treatment for your
speech disorder, it will be to your advantage to observe and
adhere to, as carefully as possible, the following instructions:
•Throughout your practice periods, you will m ake every
effort to utvuaiuer. I want you to keep always in mind throu^out the period of treatment, that when you practice stammering according to the instructions you will receive, i£ is. nofc
defect ive speech and it is not de>lorabl e» but rather, for
this method of treatment of your speech uisorder, it i£ A
n ecessary accomplishment » and through it, you will fee aided
correct imassaak &s $|i riJutar
in agaateate 25
Try, therefore, to adopt this one
tioji of your disorder.
very important idea, "The better I stammer now, the uicker
I will break the habit of stoiaiering.*

SBi

The importance of these instructions was stressed to the
subjects.

They were advised to kee^ the idea firmly in mind
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that, henceforth, they should practice TiMllill
tim voluntarily,

whereas previously they had been trying to avoid stamaering.
The subjects assured the instructor that they understood
per-

fectly and clearly

;

and would make every effort to adhere to,

and practice as faithfully and consistently as possible, the
principles and methods as they are outlined in Dunlap*s
method of therapy*
A battery of test or practice sentences (see Materials)

the subjects
L.
...
.
which was buseu upon the consonants that/evidenced difficulty

in pronouncing, was constructed.

At the discretion of the

instructor, the :\ost difficult consonants in each individual

case (as noted by their frequency of appearance in

tiie

rat-

ing scales), were presented first* then the next most dif-

ficult j and so on, until finally the le,st difficult were
presented.

The reason for doing this was that the instructor

felt that the difficult consonants should be practiced first,
in order that L»ore time could be spent on them and less time

consumed on the easier consonants.
Usually, one or two consonants

v/ere

presented faetiag a

practice period of thirty minutes $ while during a practice

period of one hour two or three consonants were practiced*
The procedure, of course, varied in each individual case according to the amount and rapidity of progress shown by each
subject in the practice periods.

The method of presenting each consonant was as follows:
The instructor would read to the subject, each practice sentence employing the consonant upon which practice was

concentrated at the moment.

The subject would repeat it to

the instructor, practicing voluntary
stammering. For example,
in an exercise on the consonant «P»,
the instructor would
re-.d, "The Prince popped a
P eck of pop corn on a popper."
The student would repeat the sentence,
pp eticii- voluntary
all initial pt Q ,__« The p-p«p_Priace
p p„p„,
popped a p-p-p-peck of * p»»«pty corn on t
p
p-p-p-popper."
stajameriu^

oti

,

These were concentrated upon until the subjects
could easily
stammer the initial consonants. All the consonants
were presented in the same general nr-nner.
Practice on difficult words was performed similarly
with one or two minor variations.

Zn situations where cer-

tain words la the test sentences seemed to be extremely hard
to pronounce,

different method was employed*

If a subject

could not achieve correct pronunciation of the word "play,"
the stammerinii was surmounted by first repeating
of the initial "P" as "p-p-p-"

.

sound

This exercise continued

until he was certain he could pronounce
ficulty.

trie

,1

P M without any dif-

Then the °L" was added and the pubject would say

"pl-pl-pl-" until he was sure he fttld pronounce "PL" with-

put stammering.

Finally the "a" was added, whereupon the

student would proceed to repeat "pla-pla-pla-" until he was

certain he could pronounce the word "play" easily.

Later, in

the practice periods, if difficulty was encountered on the
same or other words, the subject woul. begin by stammering

the initial consonant voluntarily, and then would proceed

gradually to pronounce the *7hole ^ord-

'11 sxtremely difficult
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words

NN

reproached in the same manner.

Tn each case, of

course, the length of time spent on practicing

such words

varievi in proportion to the ease or rapidity
with which each

one overcame his stammering, or gained ability to
pronounce
that p articular word.

Proa the earlier stages of this experiment, ill
i*m
in unison wa3 utilized to a considerable degree* The
instructor woulsi repeat the sentences to the subject. However,

HI

instead of having him say then in a controJ-led manner alone
(as illustrated previously), the instructor would st'-mmer

them *ith

hira.

.

Thi3 form of practice enabled the subject and

instructor to synchronize their b tamer ing.

In this way the

students gasped the controlled habit a little more quickly

and also seeiaed to gain more confidence.

This method was

alsc applies to difficult wards.
^tammerii.g-practice on the consonants that were found

difficult was continued for approximately five weeks.

From

about the end of the fifth week until the close of the experiment, the time was occupied in having the men try to

speak correctly.

Both the subjects and the instructor felt

that the habit of controlled stammering had become suf-

ficiently ingrained by this time.
lows:

The procedure was as fol-

ach student would stammer a sentence until he could

staaaer it

Mil.

For

exe;;tple,

ing on the consonant *T M

,

in practicing correct speak-

the instructor would read to the

subject, "Teddy took a taste of the tarts and toddleu to the
v-.ble. H

The subject would stammer it thus, "T-T-T-Teddy
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t-t-t~took

ft

t~t~t~t.ste of the t-U-t-tarts and t-t-ttoddled

t-fc-t-to the

until

Kt would staler this sentence

co*id control his sW^erii*.

Thou he would im-

mediately speak it correctly without trying
to otauaer. This
method of practicing was employed for each
subject until he
failed to speak a sentence correctly, .-hen
that siwatiaa
aldose,

stammer^

to avoiu having

exorcises on that «Q&aoa«Bt were resumed,

ma

try to spool; correctly and

fc.il.

This

variation of practice took place on each consonant that
the
student f oiuiu difficulty in pronouncing.
Prior to the close of the

experfc.-K.at

':_y 2, 1333),

there were exercises on speakix^ the practice sentences
cor-

rectly and skipping or emitting the words that the men found

difficulV *a pronouncing.

The subject and the instructor

would synchronize their ftp—IHnfi ot a word.

For instance, in

the sentence, "The journalist jourasyed to Jerusalem to join
the other jouriialists," the student mi^ht experience diffi-

culty in yrftnnnftHtng 'without delay the words
"Jerusalem."

"

j curneyed''

and

In that case, ho and the instructor would syn-

chronise their speaking of the sentence as, "The journalist
j

to J

to join the other journalists. *

This was

the final form of practice Defer?, the experiment ended.

Throughout the course of the

practiced in the previous lesson

il|iftirtBiHt|

v;ere

fereirt ftQAMBftttfe or consonants wore

the consonants

reviewed before a dif-

prtftftTltftfli

It was found

the

that by frequent review,/ subjects maintained a bettor
of the consonants they had practice.: surlier.

^asp

1x3

It aijit also bo

^ntisaed that throughout the duration
of this experiaent, KUVtriAUttl
with the subjects occurred
at the Ngtwrtlig of each practice lesson,

iuring the few

minutes of conversation, they were instruo led
frequently to
make no fecial effort not to staler, t ut to
let their

speech proceed naturally.

The underlying purpose was to die-

cJur\^G all inhibition against stancaerin^.

The instructor frequently e^-ained the subjects
to

;aake

sure that all of theia were applying in their daily
conversa-

tions, the principles and methods they had learned,

assured

th,,t

they were in so Jar

..s

ne was

it was possible to do so.
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Two of the subjects withdrew before
the experiment came
to a close. The academic year for J •
D. ended March

26, 1S38.

accordingly, to determine whether he had
made any progress in
overcoming his stammering, he was given a final
rating March
24. s. R. withdrew from the experiment March
17, after
two

weeks* training.

For the final rating which was held May
2, 1938, the
subjects went through the same procedure as for the

initial

rating.

The revised rating scale was used exclusively for

the final testing.

To determine the degree of progress aade in each case,
an effort was made to compare the initial rating with the
final rating of each subject and to tabulate the results found

therein as clearly as possible.

The subject J. D. will be considered first.
test two of

trie

raters were unavoidably absent.

ings of both the initial and final tests

a

At his final
The find-

re as follows;

conversation ;
1-

^>e

xee of stutter in^ s

Initial hating

10 $5*7*7 ^jS.

1

*Kach number represents the rating recorded by a different
rater of the degree of stuttering, using the scale of 0 a none,
10 = extreme. The same order of ratings is maintained in both
the initial and final te3ts throughout the experiment. For
instance, 10 is the rating by rater No. lj 5 is the rating by
rater Ho. 2 t 7 is the rating by rater 2*0. 3j the next 7 is
the rating by r ter No. 4, etc.
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correctly that formerly were difficult
for him. The consonants on which he stammered fa both the
initial and final
tests were on^ slightly less difficult for
him to pronounce
in the latter teat. He stammered on ten
vowels 1.
the ini-

tial test and on only four in the final test.

This Jact in-

dicates that he is able to pronounce six vowels
correctly.
The vowels on which he stauimered in both teats,
seamed

leas

difficult for him to pronounce in the final test.

Subject M. F. will be considered next.
Before he began treatment for his speech disorder, he

was obsessed by discouragement.

Although every effort waa

made to diminish that attitude during the practice periods,
it, nevertheless, persisted throu^iout the experiment.

How-

ever, at the close of the experiment, he voiced the opinion

that ho believed he had experienced some improvement, es-

pecially on the letters and syllables with which he formerly
had difficulty.

At both U. P.'s initial and final tests, one of the
raters was unavoidably absent.
The results of the initial and final tests follow.
Conversation
1.

;

BMeti

stttifrcaap

££naj, ftatina:

2-

3$5$2$5i6.

JSJESs of ^aotjon;
Initial

Milm

Final ifrUiu

7i4}0ilj4.

5i6j0 } 2}3.

j
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D(8)j F(4)j Ofl}| ICS) J(3), L(16)
|

P(29)} Q(2)j

s(5)

j

}

M(4)

j

11(4)

j

T(16)| V(2)j BL(1)

PR(3)j 3T<4)| TH(1)} TH(4).

EtMtf BttjH* (Total number checked by f our
ratera)

C(hard) or K(15)s F(2)j 0(1)* H(l)>
J(l)i

L(3)i M<1)| N(l)j P(26)j
3*

(3)j 3(1), T(14).

Difficult Vowels :

>tliB IMMif

1

raters)

(Tot.

a

number checked by the six

a(10)j e(l)j i(12)j o(8)j u(2)$ ah(l)|

oo(2)j w(6)j wh(3)§ y(2).
i-iaai iiatin^s (Total number of tiroes checked for

four raters)

a(6)* e(l), i(5)

j

oC2).

After an examination of these results tabuL.tea for J. D.,
the decree of correction

c

an be suotuarized in the following

manner.

He staujered less in conversation after having treatment
tlian

before, although the dejree of emotion accompanying his

speakiiig showed no appreciable decline,

lie

approacheu al-

most complete cessation of atauinering in reading, and the ac-

companying emotion was diminished.

The number of tics and

accessory motions in conversation were partially reduced after treatment and there were no tics or accessory motions

while reading.

The number of consonants on which J. D. stam-

mered in the initial test was twenty- two.

after

treat;.ierit,

the number of consonants on which he staiimered in the filial

test was twelve.

This indicates improvement •

The subject

was able to pronounce without stammering ten consonants
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£inal
2.

UttM

.M£go

of

l»2}-}3}-}3.

na2M23

tf^ia^
fllttl

3}7}5}5}3}7.

i^teiS

6}4|-}7}-}4.

o£ stutter imr t

1.

WUal UMM
UMA hating
2*

'^,

rce of

Btfjitl

9}5}8}6}8}7.
l}-}-}3}-}3.

Imotion ;

HMMj

Final IrtttM

5}5}6}4}2}6.
4}-}-}4}-}3.

Conversation and heading
^-

Ica und uther Accessor /
,

,

otions :

Initial iKjiMpi Katerai 1, aucking the head} 2, tics
of the mouth, lips and face* 3, none* 4 9 turns

and slants the head} 5, rubbing the finders of
one hand with the tips of f infers of the other}
6, aovements of the hands and feet.

Final iiatin^ * itaters;

1, none} 2, none} 3 f

—

|

4t

Crossing and uncrossing the knees and rubbing the
face>

|

6, accessory motions of the hands and

stroking and shifting of the feet-

(These tics

and accessory motions took place in conversation
only )*
2.

difficult Consonants i
Initial Rating (Total number checked by the six
raters)

B(23)j C(hard) or K(17)} C(soft) (3)}

»

-

3e^ee

!•

of

j

:

>

li

^tutt^;

Initial -eating
Utttfl Hating

°£

—

lotion
3j3i0}0}4»
2*7*2*3*-.

Conversation an£ Heading ;
Tics and Other

3U

ccessory Motions :

Initial Rating : Raters: l f nonej 2, tics of the

mouth* 3, nonei 4,

one, 5, motions of the hands

and feet*

Final Hating : Haters: 1, none, 2, nonej 3, accessory motions of the mouth > 4, twitching the nose$
5 1 accessory motions of the hands

i

only in con-

yersaUoft)

Difficult Consonants :

2.

Initial Katia^: ( Total number checked by the five
raters)

B(18)* C Chard) or K(18)i

C(

soft) (6)}

D(4)* P(10), G(3)j H(4)* J(6)j L<4)* M(9)j N(l)i

P(10)}

^U)>

11(4)

j

3(25)

J

T<12)* V(9)i L(l)

j

BL(l)j BH(2)i CH(1)* 0R(1)* PL(l)j PR(a)i TH(3)
TK<2)i 3N(l)j 3P(2)J 3T(13).

Final Rating : (Total number checked by the five
raters)

B(12)j C(hard) or K(32)j D(S)| F(26)*

Q(4)i H(4)j J (3)* L(l)i M(10)j N(3)5 N(3)* P(23)j
,

K(ll)i S(90)} V(5)j FK(1)J KH(l)j SH(6)} ST(2)j

TH(3)j TR(1).

ftttiit S&MSjJ* (Total number checked by the five
raters). a (10)j e(6)i i(12) 0
ah(l)j
}

<3)j

w(4)j

ChMfl Hating; (Total number checked by the five
raters- a(3)j e(4) } o(l)j w(5)j y(4).

An examination of these results tabulated for
K* f. shows
that the de^ee of correction can be summarized
as
follows.

After treatment for his disorder, very little
improve-

ment was indicated in his speech while conversing.

Two of

the raters believed there was very little improvement
but

two others believed that the subject's decree of
stammering

was a little worse in general conversation.

The emotion ac-

companying his general conversation did not diminish enouejh
to be significant.

The subject s de^ee of stammering while
1

reading likewise indicated no improvement after treatment.
The

de^ee

of emotion accompanying the subject's speech while

reading gave no indications of decline.

and reading |

tlie

During conversation

number of tics and accessory motions seemed

to be constant*

After treatment, the subject manifested some degree of
iin^ovement in being able to pronounce more consonants correctly.

At the initial test, the number of consonants on

which the subject stairanered was twenty-nine, at the final
test, twenty.

There is indication, therefore, that after

treat lent the subject was able to pronounce correctly nine

consonants that formerly were difficult for him.

The consonants on which the subject stammered
in both
tests were found to give him less trouble in
the final

test*

while others were found to ^ive him more difficulty,
after
practice on them.

The subject also indicates considerable improvement
in
being able to pronounce more vowel sounds correctly after
treatment.

At the initial test, the number of vowels on

which the subject staniaered was eight* at the final test,
five.

This Tact indicates, that, after having treatment, the

subject can pronounce correctly, three vowels that formerly

were difficult for him.
Some of the vowels on which the subject stammered in both

tests were less troublesome to pronounce at the final test,

while others were slightly more difficult to pronounce after

practice on them.

ubject Mm F. will be considered next.

After having

treatment during the course of this experiment, he personally

believed that he had been helped somewhat, especially in being able to speak in conversation more freely and easily.
At the final test, one of the raters was unavoidably

absent.

The results of both tests are tabulated below.

„onye, sa^ion;
1*

^e^ree of ututterin^
Initial Katin^

IIHl iflln

—

Initial Hating

2*3*1*4*2*4.

o*2*i*-*i*2.

2*6*3*7*4*9.
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->o,l,-,4,2.

Rfrtfof,'

Heading;
1-

>^r ^

o£ Jtuttarinp

8tf>m

MUM

10,6,3i«,7,3.

£4ii<±l folfifK

2#

ttMBM 2£

-i7i6i-j5i8*

Kraotion

amjte ittm

—

I0i6i7,7i4$9*

Oml MMM
Conversation
1.

-»8j3j-i7i5.

he-din**

Mai MM

£k2±SE Accessor/ Uotions .

ttfliy Rating: Haters;

1,

ducking the head, 2,

tics of hands and face* 3, none* 4, restlessness
d, continual movement of his legs and shifting of

position in the chair, 6, continual fumbling with
the buttons on his clothes, ring, and beard*

Final Hating t Haters.

1, none* 2,

feet and hands, 3, none, 4,

—

§

movements of the

5, none, 6, move-

ments of the hands and feet*
2*

tUSOmSi

Consonants;

Initial Hating ; (Tot-1 number checked by the six
raters)
i

B(4), C(hard) orK(15), C(soft) (5),

(9)} H(6)i M(6)j N(l)j P(12)i

>(2)i It(6)j o(4),

T(2), CL(l)i KiVCl), 3T(1)§ Til(4).

final Hatiaa * (Total number checked by the five
raters) B(3)j C(hard) or K(19)j D(3), i(8), H(6)j
L(l) J M(4)i P(24), R(2), o(8), T(8), TH(2)

\

PH(1).
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3-

Difficult Vowels t

BtfMtt MBUm* (Total number checked by the six
raters) a(7)

}

e(l>i 1(3)* 0 <7)i u(2)*

atU)|

aw(3)§ wd2)j| wh(l)| y(l) #
I^i^al aatina;

raters) a(12h

(Total number checked by the six

eCD* o(9)j wh(l).

From an examination of these results tabulated for
K. F«f
the de^xee of correction can be suidmariaed as follows:
After treatment, the subject's staniaering, as well as
his emotional condition, was lessened while conversing
The de^jree of stammering in reading ,a3 well as the decree of

emotion accompanying his reading, was not lessened.

In con-

versation and reading, greater facility in speech was indi-

cated by a reduction in the number of tics and accessory motions.

In overcoming his stammering on difficult consonants,

the subject indicated some de<jree of improvement.

The sub-

ject could pronounce three better after treatment, liaving

stammered on sixteen in the initial test, and on only thirteen later.

Some consonants on which the subject stammered

in both tests seemed to be less difficult for him to pronounce

in the final test, while on others, his disorder seemed to

have increased after having practiced on them*
In overcoming his stammering on the vowels, the subject

showed considerable improvement*

The number of vowels on

which the subject experienced difficulty in the initial test

was ten* in the final test, four.

This fact shows that, af-

ter treatment, the subject could pronounce six vowels better.

•
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The vowels on which the subject stammered in both tests,
seemed to be a little more difficult for him to pronounce

after his treatment with the exception of one vowel on which

he stammered less in the final test.

The last subject to be considereo. is E. B.

i

or the ini-

tial test, one of the raters was unable to be present* for
the final test, another was unable to be pi^esent.
tests, the revised rating scale was used*

In both

Hie results are

tabulated as follows:
Conyorsml^oft*
*•

j&£2£

of MttiiwdtoP

ft4Wr

3.

8*8*6*6*7$-*

1

fflnal r.atiry c

4*4*-*5*4*S«

Initial Fiatim?

4*3*2*5*0*-*

Final fijfchU

3*2*-*-*l*6.

Tics,

and Other ^pcessor;/ Motions:

Initial Hating a Haters: 1, turning the head and

closing the eyes* 2, hand movements, fingering his

face and tie* 3, twidaling his fingers* 4, lip

movements without speech and finger movements*
5, none*

6,—

final ftatixw Raters: 1, none* 2, movements of
hands and feet*

3,—*

4, tapping with his hand and

twitching of his facial muscles* 5, jaw movements*
6, none*

.
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*•

BUSHaBl Consonant
Init>1^ f^i^s (Total
;

:L

raters)

number checked by the five

B(10)j e(hard) or K(10)j C(soft)
(6)

D(6)i F(10)i G(6)i H(5)} L(6)

;

E(4); 5(21); T(28)i V(7)} BR<1)

H(10)
;

>

H(l)

;

}

P(2)j

ST(1); TH(1).

£iS&i BtthMPi (Total number checked by the five
raters) B(7)} C(hard) or K(23); D(l); F(14)|
Q(2)j
L(l)* M(2)j P(U)j ^(3)i R(8)} S(1G); T(5)j

BK(1)| PR(1); SH(l)j 3T(l)j TH(1).
^*

ii^ficult Vowels ;

fttMit

ii&JteS* (Total number checked by the five

raters) a(5); e(2)j i(10); u(3)> w(22)

;

y(G).

££2&L Hating t (Total number checked by the five
raters)

i(l)§ o(2)j u(5).

e,,yee of

^Her^g:

Heading :
1.

Initial Hating

f^nal
2*

BWI

™

4}6$2;4j3§-$

ivatim!:

I»l|-i2i2}4.

Amotion :

Initial Hating
i-iaai

3-

li3$2;5$0;-.

mUm—

Ties arg Other

4;i$-j3ji;-.

xcessor/ Motions :

Initial hating Raters: 1, none; 2, hand movements;
3, none; 4, quivering of lips; 5 f none; 6,

Final Hating : Raters:
hand and feet;

3,—

;

1, none; 2,

—

movements of

4, twitching of the muscles

of the face; 5 t none; 6, none*
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4.

Difficult Consonants :

Difficult Heading i

MBBll BlMBi1
raters)

(Total number checked by the five

C(hard) or K(16)| C(soft) (1)} F(3)j

H(l)| M(2)j P(4)§ R(2)i 3(l)j T(8)j TA<l>i
OtO)f

T.tmL Rating: (Total number checked by the five
raters)

C(hard) orK(ll)$ F(2)j P(5)} T(2),

MM Heading:
Itfjiil Hating : (Total number checked by the five
raters)

P(5)t

B(4)j C(hard) or K(3)

*(3)} R(4)i 3(4)

J

}

(3)j K(l)$ N(2)}

TOm*

Fin^l gating: (Total number checked by the five
raters)

B(2)j C(hard) or K(2)$ P(3)j Li(X)j T(3)j

KR(l)j ST(1).
5.

Difficult Vowels :

Initial
raters)

HMMP

(Total number checked by the five

a(4)j w(l)j y(l)«

Final Rating * (Total number checked by the five
raters)

Initial

raters)

a(4)i w(l).

Rating s (Total number checked by the five
a(2)} e(l)} i(9)} 0(4)5 w(7).

Final Matins : (Total number checked by the five
raters)

o(l).

>
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From these results tabulated for 3.
B*

correcUon can be summarised

,

the decree of

as follows;

Hi his conversation it can be seen
that, after the treataient, the subject gave indications
of bsir* able to converse

with neater facility than before the
treatment.
gree or action accompanying his speaking
also

The de-

seemed to be

noticeably less.

The tics and accessory motions accompany-

ing his conversation, however, indicated no
improvement.

The number of consonants on which the subject
stammered in
the initial test, was eighteen- ^fter treatment,
the num-

ber was reduced to seventeen,

\fter having had treatment and

practice on the consonants, the subject was able to pronounce

without stcuxierin^, only one more consonant that before
gave

him trouble.

The number or vowels on which he had trouble

in the initial teat was six* the number on which he had

trouble in the final test was three.

This fact indicates

that, after having treatment, the subject was able to pro-

nounce correctly three vowels that formerly were incorrectly
pronounces.
In reading, it can be seen by comparing the initial and

final testo, that the subject showed some improvement in his
speech, after treatment.

t the final test, his staafuering

gave indications of bein^ less acute while re^oin^, than at
the time of the initial test.

The degree of emotion accom-

panying his reading, however, did not decrease.

Ths number

of tics and other accessory motions did not seem to be lessened

it seemed to be constant.

Jurin^ the ui^iicuit read-m^, the
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number of consonants on which the
subject starred in the
initial test, was eleven- The number
on which he stammered
in the final test was five. This fact
indicates that after treatment, the subject is able
to pronounce correctly
six consonants that formerly he was
unable to
pronounce.

The consonants on which he experienced
trouble fa pronouncing in both tests were, in general, a
little less difficult
for him to pronounce in the final test.
During the easy
readily, the number of consonants on which
the subject stammered in the initial test was ten, and in the
final test,
seven.

After treatment, he was able to pronounce correctly

three consonants that formerly were troublesoLie ior
aia.

The

consonants on which he experienced trouble In pronouncing
in
both tests were, in general, easier for him to pronounce
in
the final than in the initial test.

During the difficult

reding, the number of vowels on which he stammered in tne
initial test was three, and in the final test, two.

fter

treatment, the subject is able to pronouncs correctly only
one more vowel that formerly had been troublesome.

The vowels

on which he stammereu in both te3ts were, in general, ao less
aifx icult for him in the final test than in the initial tost.

During the easy re din^, he stammered on five vowels, and

on one in the final teetj an improvement of four vowels after treat aent.

The vowels on which he stammered in both tests

were, in general, less difficult for him in the final test

than in the initial test.
Little need be said about the nature of the responses of

-

each object to different phases of the
treatuent. The fundaoental idea on which Dunlap's method of the
treatment of
staasaerin- *« oased, is the practicing of
controlled

ing.

steer-

Therefore, after explaining to the students the

reasons for this procedure and the necessity of
acquiring
the habit of stamper ing for the alleviation of
their

disorder,

they quickly mastered the technique of voluntary,
controlled
stammering and proceeded to ada_>t themselves to this
method
of treat lent.
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The foregoing results give an indication of the
effect
iiunlap's Methou of treatment had on the five
subjects used

in this experiment.

The de ;ree of improvement indicated by
t

the rating acaies varied widely in each case.
In discueaing the above results, mention should be

made to S.K.'s dropping out of the experiment after two weeks
training.

In his opinion, this method of treatment waa giv-

ing indications of being more or less detrimental to hie
speech.

He thought that it waa increasingly

difficult to

apeak and that his self-confidence was decreasing.

However,

it must be 8aid that there were no judgements of raters or

other evidence which indicated no sen' a lack of improvement,
vlthough it might have been that he did not underetond the

theory of procedure well enough to keep his confluence from
being shaken, it is also true that he did not continue the

treatment a sufficient length of time to allow a fair judge-

ment of its adequacies or inadequacies.
or the four other subjects, however, there are indica-

tions that they did improve in different way a and in dif-

ferent degrees as a result of the application of Dunlap's
method.

Jiffereut degrees of improvement were indicated in

their manner of speaking, with the exception of one subject
(M. Weatherman) who evidenced no noticeable improvement at

all in either conversation or reading.

The rated degree of emotion accompanying the conversation
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and reading however, ^ives no indications of
ally lessened, for any of the subjects.

feting

m\mr±»

In some cases, it

is about the same as it w<^s before the training*
and in one

or two cases, the

ae^ce of emotion accompanying

ject^ conversation and

the sub-

readin,, is Just a little greater.

The induction Bpulil be then, that while there

my

be dif-

ferent decrees of improvement in the subject* s conversation
and reading, the decree of aaotion accompanying their speaking in both cases might not necessarily be lessened, in or-

der to enable a stammerer to effect some improvement in his
speech,

<erhaps, if a subject continuea to improve his

speech over a longer period of time, the decree of emotion

accompanying his speaking mi^it gradually become less*
It must be remembered, hovrever, tiiat one does not have

to be affected with a speech disorder to become emotional

when conversing and reading before a group* but stammerers
show the •motional state

..tore

speak under such conditions*

overtly in their attempts to
It must also be remembered

that the results of the experiments connoted on these sub-

jects are the subjective reports of a group of people.
It is possible, then, under such circumstances, that one

rater lai^ht think that a subject was more emotional

v/hen con-

versing and reading than the subject actually was.

For these four subjects, the rating scales indicate that
there were different degrees of improvement on the consonants

that formerly

f3

ave each of these subjects extreme diffi-

culty in pronouncing.

In one case (J.D.), the results secured
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were really quite remarkable.

He showed more general improve-

ment than any of the others.
The rest of the subjects manifested various
degrees of
improvement on the consonant sounds in the
conversation and
reading in the final test. Even the subject
who probably

evidenced the least improvement, was able to pronounce
more
consonants correctly in the final test.
It is also interesting to note that after treatment,
the

subjects pronounced the difficult consonants with fewer in-

tervals of stammering.

The same was true of the vowel sounds.

Stammerers usually do not find vowels so troublesome as consonants to pronounce.

However, tnese subjects did evidence

different decrees of difficulty in attempting to utter vowel
soun.-s, and showed various stages of improvement at the close

of the experiment.

Little improvement was noted in the reduction of tics

and other accessory motions evidenced by the subjects when
they were bein^ rated.

In some cases, the same tics and

accessory motions were noticed* in others, different ones ap-

peared in the later test.

General principles of habit for-

mation would indicate that these tic3 and accessory speech
motions could not necessarily be expected to disappear in the
short period of training of this experiment.

The above discussion

ox'

results leads to the final con-

clusion that Junlap»s theory and method are of value in correcting stammering habits but that they do not seem to lead

to ^ood results in every case.
It should be pointed out t however, that
%km eixective-

MM

of any Method of treating etutterin* will
be dependent
on the following;
(1) the iiiethou itself, (2) the
length of

time during which good intelligent practice is
carried. onj
(3) the

de^e^ to wuich the stammerer carries over

into his

daily conversation, the principles which he has been
prac-

ticing

<4) individual diii'e. aneee ui the stutterers I and

(5) the

decree to which the stuttex*er will acquire an op-

timistic, favorable attitude toward the treatment.

lack

ihe

oon^dyriitiw-- of any une of these principles ui^it

Interfere with recovery*

;

A review of the causes and therapy
of stuttering indicates that there are certain general anil
specific causes
of this disorder which require
individual methods of troatment. Though these different theories may
be seemingly

antagonistic to each other in the manner in
which they attempt to explain the causation and treatment of

stuttering,

fundamentally, they are similar, having common
elements,
ideas, and principles that uiffer only in the
way in which

they are explained and interpreted.

The theories may be

briefly summarized under causes and methods of therapy.

U

Causes
,

1.

Incoordination between the brain and muscles
of speech.

(This may be inter, >retea to be

similar to 2.)
2.

Lack of control over the muscles of speech.

3.

Lack of proper ideation ior correct speech.

4.

Bad habits of speech.

5.

The element of fear bein^ conditioned by re-

peated failures in speech.

B»

6.

Other emotional disturbances.

7.

The imuediate environment of the individual.

8.

General physical weakness.

Htfcjl

M

Ther.a/p.y;

1.

Physical

2.

wiental Hygiene.

Ily jiene*.

.

3.

The r establishment of coordination
between
the brain and speech muscles.

4.

The development of proper attitudes toward
speech, society, and the environment.

5.

relaxation*

6.

Control of all tics and accessory motions.

7.

The reduction of emotional tension.

In an effort to determine the validity of Dunlap's
r

±iizory 9 an experiment

in which five subjects were trained

in stutter io$ following ^unlap's method of treatment, was

conducted over a period of two months

(.iarch

34 to

Liay 2,

The experiment and the results muy be suiJLiarised as follov/s:

1.

Five maid students at Massachusetts otate college,

were iraxnuu.

iii

the habit of practicing volimtary, controlled

stuttering
2.

The subjects

1

improvement in correct speech, emo-

tional control, and tics uaa determined by having each sub-

ject rated uefore and -fter the experimental practice periods.
3.

:

or

tiie

initial rating of four of the subjects, a

preliminary .at-:^ scale was used,
tiie

i-or tiie

fifth subject

revised scale was used.
4.

standardised readin^; pass^es both easy and

ficult were usea in
5.

tW

tiie

dif-

initial and final rating.

the per ious of treatment, individual practice

MO
sentences based on difficult consonants were
used for each
subject*
6.

used.

For the final rating a revised rating
The proceuure used in both cases was tne

7.

w ,le

was

sauie.

The results of this experiment indicate tuat three

of the four subjects

iaade some

improvement in general V§ttif

in^ ability 4
3.

One subject gave inaications of securing a great

amount of jUivroveraent.
9.

The fifth subject withdrew because of aliened de-

trimental effects frou application of this method of therapy.
10.

There are indications, that this

iethod of therapy,

If applied for a longer period of tine, would have yielded

more worth while results.
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